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Performance issues related to Soli by Carlos Chávez and Two Little Serious

Pieces by Silvestre Revueltas.  Chapters one and two provide a brief biography of each

composer.  Chapter three is an examination of their musical style and the influence that

indigenous Indian music, popular music and nationalism had on their styles.  Chapter

four provides an investigation of Soli by Carlos Chávez, a chamber piece written for

oboe, B-flat clarinet, bassoon and B-flat trumpet.  Chapter five offers an examination of

Two Little Serious Pieces by Silvestre Revueltas, a wind quintet for piccolo, oboe, C

trumpet, B-flat clarinet and baritone saxophone.  Chapters four and five contain an

analysis of these pieces with regard to melodic and harmonic material, tonality, texture,

range, phrase structure and form.  Performance issues, such as tempo, dynamics,

articulation, rhythm and style are likewise addressed with the result being an interpretive

analysis of each piece.  The final chapter offers a comparative analysis of Soli and Two

Little Serious Pieces relative to the topics discussed in chapters four and five.
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CHAPTER 1

A BRIEF BACKGROUND OF CARLOS CHÁVEZ

Carlos Chávez was born June 13, 1899, in Popotla, a northwest suburb of Mexico

City, Mexico.  Carlos' father, Augustín, died when Carlos was five years old leaving his

mother Juvencia to care for her six children, of whom Carlos was the youngest.  His

ancestry included Indian blood on his maternal side as well as being a descendent of the

early Spanish settlers known as criollos (creoles).  He looked on this heritage as

invaluable because of its rich musical tradition.1  Indian music heard during numerous

trips to nearby Tlaxcala made a distinct impression on Chávez’s memory of the style and

composition of the Indian music indigenous to that area.  These early musical experiences

would have a profound impact on his compositional style.

Chávez’s formal music education began at about nine or ten years of age when he

began piano lessons with his older brother Manuel.  For a short time he studied piano

with Asunción Parra before beginning a three-year tutelage in 1910 with Manuel M.

Ponce, a celebrated Mexican composer.

As the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) heightened, all school teachers were

ordered to leave Mexico City.  In 1915, his mother, who was director of the Normal

                                                  
1 Garcia Morillo, Carlos Chávez:  Vida y Obra.  (Mexico City and Buenos Aires:  Fondo de Cultura
Económica, 1960), 11.
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School for Young Women, relocated the family to Veracruz where they lived from

February to August of 1915.  By this time, other members of the family were also on the

federal payroll as teachers.  Carlos would travel often to Mexico City to pick up family

paychecks issued to him and his family by the Secretariat of Public Education.2

After returning to Mexico City, Chávez met his most influential teacher, Pedro

Luis Ogazón.  Through Ogazón, Chávez met his theory teacher, Juan B. Fuentes who had

written a book on harmony that intrigued Chávez for its simplistic approach in explaining

ideas and concepts.  He thought that earlier, more famous writers had overly complicated

what were essentially simple theoretical concepts.3  Fuentes’ straightforward, non-

academic approach to theory, harmony and composition shaped Chávez’s decision to not

seek out a composition teacher.  Also during this time, Chávez and his friend Raul

Lozano studied Albert Guiraud's treatises on orchestration and instrumentation.4  The two

of them were eventually able to play orchestral scores of Beethoven, Wagner and

Debussy at the piano.5

Chávez began composing short pieces early in his piano studies, but it was

through analyzing works of the great masters that he gained the best training to be a

composer.  The instruction available during his youth was limited to two composition

                                                  
2 Robert L Parker.  Carlos Chávez:  Mexico's modern-day Orpheus, 2
3 Ingrid Camilo.  Carlos Chávez:  His Thought and His Music.  (D.M.A. thesis, Manhattan School of
Music, 1992), 2.
4 Gilbert Chase.  Carlos Chavex.  The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians.  Ed. Stanley Sadie,
185.
5 Parker, Robert L., 3.
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teachers at the National Conservatory whose music Chávez felt "was a weak reflection of

French, Italian nineteenth-century music”.6

By the time he was fifteen, even though he had heard only one symphony concert,

Chávez had begun work on his first symphony.  Many sketches and revisions culminated

in the completion of two of the three movements, and finally in 1918, the work was

completed.7

Most of Chávez’s compositions before 1921 were influenced by the European

models of previous centuries:  Prelude and Fugue  and Sonata Fantasia (1917);  Gavota

(1918).  Also included in his early output were arrangements of revolutionary and

traditional Mexican songs, showing the influence of his many trips to Tlaxcala.  In 1921,

Chávez presented the first public concert of many of these compositions.  The

performance included solo songs, solo piano works and his Sextet for strings and piano.

The year 1921 marked an important time for Chávez, not only because he presented this

successful concert, but because of the inauguration of a new president of Mexico.

The Mexican Revolution began in 1910 and culminated with the overthrow of the

dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz.  The inauguration of President Alvaro Obregón in 1921 led

to a successful era of cultural arts in Mexico with the government as the chief patron of

the arts.  Two goals of President Obregón were to bring culture to the masses and place

great emphasis on the indigenous Indian cultures.8  A sizeable budget for the arts was

allocated to the Secretariat of Public Education, which was led by José Vasconcelos.

                                                  
6 Roberto Garcia Morillo.  Carlos Chávez:  Vida y Obra, 13.
7 Robert L Parker, 3.
8 Gilbert Chase.  Carlos Chávez,, 185.
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In 1921, Chávez met Vasconcelos who commissioned him to write a ballet

inspired by ancient Aztec themes.9  Extensive research led Chávez to find appropriate

subject matter based on Aztec mythology.  El Fuego Nuevo (The New Fire) was inspired

by a ceremony signifying the renewal of life as a new gift of fire from the gods.  The

music Chávez heard during his many trips to Tlaxcala inspired the writing of El Fuego

Nuevo  and helped him produce a symphonic sonority of "strikingly neoprimitive

character without quoting a single Indian theme".10  1921 was an important turning point

in Chávez’s career as he produced his first concert, composed a major nationalistic work

and met Vasconcelos, who introduced him to the inner circle of Mexican cultural politics.

In September of 1922, Chávez married Otilia Ortiz, whom he met through Luis

Ogazón.  Otilia was a piano student of Ogazón and was already giving recitals in Mexico

City.  After their marriage, they left on a European excursion to investigate the musical

conditions in Europe and to further Chávez’s career.  They spent five months in Berlin,

two weeks in Vienna and eight to ten days in Paris.11  During their travels, Chávez met

Paul Dukas, who advised him to concentrate on the rich popular music of Mexico as

Manuel de Falla had done with Spanish music.  This convinced him that he needed to

become involved with the new cultural arts movement in Mexico, not the "academic and

routine life in Europe".12

                                                  
9 Ingrid Camilo, 3.
10 Parker, 4.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid, 5.
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Chávez and Otilia returned home to Mexico, but he soon found himself

discouraged by the stranglehold that the arch-conservatives held on the musical life of

Mexico.  He set out for New York City, leaving behind his wife and daughter.  This trip

was the first of many Chávez took alone as he searched for his place in history.  His wife,

Otilia, gave up her career as a concert pianist and assumed the roles of mother, devoted

wife and loyal supporter.13

Chávez stayed in New York for four months where he became very impressed

with the quality of the orchestras, the advanced state of electronics relating to music and

the spontaneity of jazz.  He returned to Mexico with new ideas, a positive attitude and a

new outlook on life.  His positive impression prompted him to return to New York in

1926 where he met Aaron Copland, Edgar Varése and Henry Cowell.  He became

involved with the progressive compositional movement as well as the American and

European music that was being performed in concerts sponsored by the League of

Composers, the International Composers Guild and its successor, the Pan American

Association of Composers.14

Prior to his return trip to New York in 1926, Chávez organized concerts of new

music in 1924 and 1925, modeled after concerts presented regularly in New York.  His

own compositions, along with the music of composers never heard in Mexico were

performed at these concerts.  The music of Bartók, Debussy, Falla, Milhaud, Poulenc,

                                                  
13 Ibid.
14 Camilo, 5.
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Schoenberg, Stravinsky and Silvestre Revueltas met with only moderate success.  This,

however, this did not discourage Chávez.15

After Chávez returned from New York in July 1928, he was offered the

conducting job of the failing Orquesta Sinfónica Mexicana (Mexican Symphony

Orchestra).  The ensemble had failed in its initial 1927-1928 season after only three

concerts due partly to political instability.  Chávez accepted the position and immediately

raised the standards of performance and the quality of repertoire.  He told the orchestra at

the first meeting that, "We come to work and we aim for perfection.  If we start seriously

we will be recognized.  We do not want to become just another orchestra".16  To further

support his vision, he renamed the orchestra after the first season from Mexican

Symphony Orchestra to the Symphony Orchestra of Mexico (Orquesta Sinfónica de

México).

In December of 1928, Chávez was appointed director of the National

Conservatory of Music, a position he held until March 1933 and again from May to

December 1934.  Just as he had met with mediocrity in the Mexican Symphony

Orchestra, so to he found that the ninety-one year old conservatory had become

comfortable in the old ways of teaching and deficient in its approach in preparing

professional musicians.  Chávez soon restructured the curriculum with the goal of giving

students practical experience in preparation for a professional career.  One of the most

interesting changes he fostered was in the area of composition.  Chávez had certain ideas

                                                  
15 Parker, 5.
16 Betty Kirk.  "Ten Years of the mexico Symphony Orchestra.  New York Times.  October 9, 1938.
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about how composition should be taught, and the old European model he witnessed on

his travel abroad was certainly not it.

Chávez instituted a course in composition in 1931 that was a rebellion against the

formalized, tradition-bound methods taught earlier at the conservatory.  He described his

methods in a 1936 article entitled "Revolt in Mexico".

We used no text.  All the students worked untiringly, writing
melodies in all the diatonic modes, in a melodic scale of twelve tones, and
in all of the pentatonic scales.  Hundreds of melodies were written, but not
merely as exercises on paper.  We had instruments in the classroom, and
the melodies were played on them, and found to be adequate or inadequate
to the resources of the specific instruments.  The result is that the young
boys in particular now write melodies with amazingly acute instrumental
feeling.17

Once this technique was mastered, they gradually added more lines, experimenting with

texture, color and harmony.

Chávez founded the Academy of Investigation, which was divided into three

categories:  I.  Popular Music; II.  History and Bibliography;  III.  Investigation of New

Musical Possibilities.  The goal was to investigate and collect indigenous music, catalog

it and form and test theories relating to new scales.  These investigations made available

to Chávez and his composition students indigenous music and instruments unknown

before this time.  Students arranged some of the songs for an ensemble that consisted of

modern orchestral instruments and Indian instruments.  Through this event, students

experienced a truly living tradition of the music of their own country.

                                                  
17 Carlos Chávez.  "Revolt in Mexico".  Modern Music.  13, no. 2 (March-April, 1936): 38
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During the years 1921 to 1934 Chávez gained a national reputation not only as a

great composer, but also for his work as a conductor, administrator and literary writer.

After 1934, Chávez’s career began to bloom.

His growing reputation as a conductor brought invitations for guest appearances

with orchestras in several major United States cities.  Between 1936 and 1940 Chávez

conducted majors orchestras in New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,

Washington, Los Angeles, San Francisco and St. Louis.  In 1936 he conducted the CBS

radio orchestra for the premier of his Sinfonía India.  During the 1936-1937 season he,

along with Igor Stravinsky and Georges Enesco, were guest conductors for the New York

Philharmonic Orchestra.  Prior to their appearances, the orchestra received complaints

that it was ignoring contemporary music.  Chávez’s performances drew unanimous praise

from the New York critics, and some even compared him to Toscanini.18   In 1938, after

Arturo Toscanini's sudden departure from NBC, Chávez was hired to conduct a series of

weekly radio concerts.19   Though Chávez had an international reputation as a conductor,

he considered himself a composer first and foremost.

In the early 1930's he was already expanding his style in new directions with

absolute and abstract music "which had no identifiable connection with Mexico beyond a

few idiosyncrasies of rhythm and melody which had already become part of his working

vocabulary".20  Two important non-nationalistic compositions of this time are his Sinfonía

                                                  
18 Robert M. Stevenson. Music in Mexico:  A Historical Survey  ( New York:  Thomas Y. Crowell
Co.1952), 243.
19 Camilo, 6.
20 Parker, 13.
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de Antígona (1933) and his duo for violin and piano entitled Three Spirals (1934).  It was

during this time that he composed Soli  for oboe, clarinet, bassoon and trumpet (1933),

the work examined in this document.  According to Parker, "In this work, composed at

the request of the League of Composers for its tenth anniversary celebration, he

employed a 'nonrepetitive technique' in which each new musical idea in its turn becomes

an antecedent to the next consequent idea in a constant renewal of invention".21

 His increasing fame brought more commissions and honors.  In 1940, Nelson

Rockerfeller commissioned him to organize concerts of Mexican music in the New York

Museum of Modern Art.  In 1943, he was commissioned by the Elizabeth Sprague

Coolidge Foundation for a work to be choreographed by Martha Graham and danced by

her troupe.  The ballet, Dark Meadow, was the result of the commission and avoided any

Indian orientation.  It more resembles his Sinfonía Antígona  (1933).

In 1943 Chávez became one of thirteen charter members of the Colegio Nacional

(National College), which sponsored each of its members in public lectures and made the

texts of selected lectures available in printed form.  Other members were famous painters

such as Diego Rivera and José Orozco as well as prominent writers and scientists.  In

1945, his busy schedule forced him to resign as conductor of the Symphony Orchestra of

Mexico, but he agreed to stay on as titular director.

 In 1949  Chávez began to change the format of his lectures to lecture-recitals.

These lectures led to more speaking engagements, including a series of lectures at the

University of Buffalo in 1958 and a seven month engagement as the Charles Eliot Norton

                                                  
21 Ibid.
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Poetic Chair at Harvard University  He also was guest lecturer at New York University

(1972), California State at Long Beach (1974), Louisiana State University, Peabody

Conservatory, Indiana State University and San Jose State University(1975).  He also

lectured in England at the University of Durham, York University and Northern

University (1973).  His lectures on aesthetics presented at Harvard University were

published as his book Musical Thought. (1961).

In January of 1947 Chávez was appointed general director of the newly created

National Institute of Fine Arts and Literature, a branch of the Secretariat of Public

Education.  The new department was comprised of six departments including music, art,

dance, theater, architecture and administration.  Chávez, with complete authority of the

Secretariat of Education, wrote the institute's charter.  As director and author of the

charter, Chávez was able to give the National Institute a broad autonomy and almost

exclusive authority in the artistic activity in Mexico.22

During his time as director, he accomplished many milestones:  he established the

Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional del Conservatorio (National Symphony Orchestra of the

Conservatory), established weekly chamber music concerts in the Palace of Fine Arts,

commissioned many famous composers for new works in opera, ballet, chamber and

symphonic music, improved the National Conservatory, established the Academy of

Opera, supported nationwide tours by many Mexican concert artists and almost single

handedly brought music to a large new public.

                                                  
22 Kathleen L. Wilson.  Selected Solo Songs of Carlos Chávez and Silvestre Revueltas.  (M.M. thesis, The
University of Arizona, 1983), 11.
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With the increasing responsibility of the institute, Chávez retired fully in 1949

from the Symphony Orchestra of Mexico, though he still had the National Symphony

Orchestra of the Conservatory to conduct.  Three years after the conservatory's orchestra

was founded, "of the Conservatory" was dropped from the title and Chávez called it a

continuation of the Symphony Orchestra of Mexico.  Chávez relinquished the

conductorship of the National Symphony Orchestra in 1948, but frequently returned as

guest conductor through 1971.

During 1953-1961 he wrote the last four of his six symphonies, and this period

can appropriately be called the symphonic years, though he did compose in other genres.

During this time period he composed his only opera, The Visitors, and his cantata

Prometheus Bound.  He also composed Soli II for Wind Quintet.  This compositional

activity, combined with the lecture and conducting appearances mentioned earlier,

resulted in nine-year period that was quite productive for Chávez.

The 1960's was a busy decade for Chávez.  He balanced a successful career as a

composer, teacher and conductor.  Conducting invitations took him to Norway, Berlin,

Río de Janeiro, Tel Aviv, Seattle, Brussels, Paris, Vienna and Germany where he

conducted the North German Radio Network Orchestra.  His Symphony No. 5, which he

conducted with the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra received the following review:

With Chávez on the podium, the composition was not only in the
hands of its creator, but also in those of a master conductor.  From the
outset they sat up and took note of Chávez’s commanding presence,
delivering a performance that ended in cheers and ovation.23

                                                  
23 Review.  Los Angeles Times.  (March 6, 1966)
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In 1966 Chávez taught composition at the University of California and from

1972-77 he gave seminars and lectures at universities around the world.  For the

recording of his symphonies with the National Symphony Orchestra in 1968, Chávez

received the International Koussevitsky award.24

Beginning in 1969, Chávez became music director of the Cabrillo Music Festival

in Aptos, California.  A successful performance of his orchestral work, Discovery

prompted an invitation to lead the failing festival.  Chávez successfully directed the

festival for four years, both musically as well as financially.

In 1973, Chávez again became chair of the music department at the National

Institute of Fine Arts and also conducted the National Symphony Orchestra.  Due to

political unrest within the administration and resentment among the orchestra members

due to Chávez hiring American musicians,  he resigned his position within a month.

Following his resignation, Chávez lived the remainder of his life in New York,

where his apartment was across from the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.  He

continued his lectures for the National College.  In 1975, Chávez was diagnosed with

cancer.

On May 9, 1978, he conducted a concert at the Ninth Inter-American Music

Festival in Washington, D.C.  Chávez’s health was failing, but he accepted the invitation

and premiered his Concerto for Trombone and Orchestra  with Per Brevig as soloist.

This was his final conducting appearance.

                                                  
24 Kathleen L. Wilson, 11.
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His wife, Otilia died on April 28. 1978.  Carlos Chávez died on August 2, 1978

while revising the orchestration of his opera The Visitors.

June Cason summarizes the life of Chávez in her remarks:

To Carlos Chávez belongs the credit for having helped to raise
Mexico in a few years from being a culturally ineffective country to a vital
center of artistic activity.  Its orchestra, its conservatory, its musicians, its
newly awakened nationalism, and its musical life are largely the result of
the single-handed efforts of this most amazing man.  He has been a
musician whose greatest concern has been not for himself or his own
music, but for his country and the artistry of his people.  Perhaps it is this
quality that has brought him such success.25

                                                  
25 June M. Cason  "The confluence of indigenous and Spanish music in Mexico with examples taken from
the music of Carlos Chávez."  (M.M. thesis, University of Houston, 1969), 103.
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CHAPTER 2

A BRIEF BACKGROUND OF SILVESTRE REVUELTAS

Silvestre Revueltas was born on December 31, 1899 in Santiago Papasquiaro in

the state of Durango.  Mountains rich with minerals dominated the landscape.

Consequently the major industry in Santiago Papasquiaro was mining.  Revueltas'

mother, Romana, came from a family of miners, and his father, José, owned and operated

a grocery store.  They were by no means wealthy, but their financial situation was stable.

The area in which they lived was isolated, but Revueltas' mother sought a good

education for her children.  Moreover, she wanted her children to be active in the arts,

whether it was as a poet, artist, writer or musician.1  Her wish eventually came true as

Revueltas became a national hero, her daughter Rosaura became one of Mexico's leading

actresses, another son José, became a writer and another son, Fermín, became an

accomplished visual artist 2  All were excellent writers and their literary works were well

known throughout Mexico, but Silvestre became the most famous.  Revueltas' interest in

music began at an early age when he heard village bands as he rode through the

                                                  
1 Charmain Francoise Leclair.  The Solo and Chamber Music of Silvestre Revueltas.  (Ph.D. thesis,
University of Oregon, 1995), 6.
2 John Charles Hyslop.  An Analysis of Silvestres' Sensemaya.  (M.M. thesis, Indiana University, 1982), 55.
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mountains.  As a young child, he used his mother’s washtub as a drum, experimenting

with color and rhythm at about the same time he began formal training on violin. Sources

do not agree at exactly what age he started these violin lessons, but it was somewhere

between the ages of five and eight.

When he was eight years old his family moved to Ocotlan, Jalisco where he

continued to study the violin.  At age twelve, he entered the Juárez Institute in

Guadalajara where he gave his first public recital.  In 1913, his mother sent him and his

brother Fermín to the National Conservatory of Music in Mexico.  Revueltas studied

violin with José Rocabruna and composition with Gustavo Campa and Raphael J. Tello.

After he and his brother completed their studies in 1916 they attended St. Edwards

College (now St. Edwards University) in Austin, Texas.3  Dean states however, that

"…there is no indication that he [Silvestre] studied music officially while in Austin…",

but "… he performed recitals regularly, and had music as a primary interest".4

While at St. Edwards, their teachers recognized Silvestre and Fermín as true

artists and thought they should study somewhere worthy of their talent.  In 1918, their

father sent them to Chicago where Fermín studied at the Chicago Art Institute and

Silvestre enrolled in the Chicago Musical College.  He studied violin with Sametini and

composition with Felix Borowsky.5

                                                  
3 Charmain Francoise Leclair.  The Solo and Chamber Music of Silvestre Revueltas, 6.
4 Jack Dean.  Silvestre Revueltas:  A discussion of the background and influences affecting his
compositional style.  (D.M.A. thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1992), 4
5 Robert Stevenson.  "Silvestre Revueltas".  New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians.  ed. by Stanley
Sadie
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In 1920, Silvestre returned to Mexico where he attained a reputation as a concert

violinist.  This is when he established a friendship with Carlos Chávez, who frequently

accompanied him on piano.  Their friendship and professional relationship was important

because although they were trained in the European tradition,  "…they both had similar

desires to create a music that would reflect the unique cultural background of Mexico".6

Revueltas returned to Chicago in 1922 to finish his studies, but this time he

studied violin with Otokar Sevcik and composition with Vaslav Kochansky.  In 1924,

Revueltas' father died, which put the family in serious financial trouble.  Revueltas

returned home to Mexico to help by doing odd jobs and performing violin recitals, again

accompanied by Carlos Chávez.

It was during this time that Chávez had returned from his first trip to New York

City where he witnessed concerts featuring new music.  Together with Revueltas, these

two began their own series of concerts "featuring the works of modern composers, most

of whom had never before been heard in Mexico".7

From 1926 to late 1928, Revueltas spent his time directing theater orchestras in

San Antonio, Texas and Mobile, Alabama.  At the request of Carlos Chávez, Revueltas

returned to Mexico to become Chávez’s assistant conductor for the newly reorganized

Orquesta Sinfónica de México.  This was a part time position, so in order to add to his

income, he served as professor of violin at the National Conservatory of Music.

                                                  
6 John Charles Hyslop.  An Analysis of Silvestres' Sensemayá, 57.
7 Ibid.
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Chávez saw in Revueltas the potential to become a successful composer and

suggested that he start composing again.  Earlier in his career, Revueltas had studied

composition with Chávez in addition to his teachers in Chicago.  Revueltas was a talented

and gifted musician, but unrealistic expectations combined with a short temper ultimately

inhibited his abilities.  While a student in Chicago, "he literally threw down his pen and

refused to compose any more, "because if he couldn't compose exactly as he wished and

achieve exactly the results he wanted, then he stopped composing rather than

compromise.”8  However,  at Chávez’s request, Revueltas did begin composing again and

the Orquesta Sinfónica de México and groups at the National Conservatory performed his

works.

Revueltas continued as Chávez’s assistant until 1935, but because of personal and

professional conflicts, he left his position and started a new orchestra called the Orquesta

Sinfónica Nacional.  During this time, Revueltas began composing film music, for which

he became well known.

The relationship between Chávez and Revueltas was complex and even

competitive.  It began innocently when Revueltas and Chávez performed recitals

together, and continued when Revueltas became Chávez’s assistant conductor.  It seems

that Chávez was more interested in controlling and manipulating Revueltas than helping

him.  In an interview of his sister Rosaura by Jack Dean, Rosaura states that,

Everyone thinks that Carlos Chávez was such an influence on
Silvestre, but he was not at all!  Not at all!  He brought him here just to
help him with the orchestra.  He never helped him.  On the contrary, he
[Chávez] would tell his friends to get him [Revueltas] drunk when he was

                                                  
8 Ibid, 59.
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to appear in public so that he couldn't conduct.  He was Salieri to
Silvestre!9

Rosaura’s statement lends evidence to the unhealthy aspects of their relationship,

especially to Chávez’s exploiting Revultas’ weaknesses.  Sadly, Revueltas was addicted

to alcohol and spent time in sanitariums where he attempted to conquer this dependency.

Another problem with their relationship grew out of their differences in musical

style.  As Eduardo Mata, the late Music Director of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra said

in an interview with Jack Dean,

That which is intuitive, explosive, and immediate in Revueltas is
not so in Chávez’s music.  Chávez is elaboration, a search for essence,
formal conflict and dialogue.  If one is like Bacchus, the other is like
Apollo.  Chávez’s musical result is somewhat austere, frequently of
monumental proportions, and serene classical symmetry.  It is
systematically polyphonic, and although his music lacks some of the
immediacy of Revueltas, perhaps it has more depth.10

A final area of difference is their nationalistic content in their music.  Chávez’s

perception of nationalism was the Mexico of five hundred years ago.  Folk materials of

the Indians and myths from the Aztec formed the basis for Chávez’s early works.

Revueltas, on the other hand, used popular melodies of the day, mariachi sounds and

corrido melodies in his earliest works.11

The background of their personal lives was also quite different.  Chávez grew up

in a financially stable environment, whereas the finances of the Reveultas family

provided necessities but were by no means extravagant.

                                                  
9 Jack Dean, 11.
10 Ibid, 11.
11 Wilson, 14.
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Chávez was married to the same devoted wife and raised healthy children.  Revueltas was

married twice, first to an American opera singer when he was in Chicago, and second to a

student of his at the National Conservatory.  The first marriage produced one child, and

the second produced three, two of whom died in early childhood from poverty and

malnourishment.

These incompatibilities between Chávez and Revueltas were evident from the

beginning of their relationship and created unavoidable tension.  Although Revueltas'

position with the Orquesta Sinfónica de México was highly productive, his relationship

with Chávez was not.

It was after Revueltas resigned from the Orquesta Sinfónica de México in 1935

that he began to develop a more mature and significant style of composition.  All of

Revueltas' currently published music was written between 1930-1940 and published

posthumously due to the efforts of his sister, Rosaura.

Revueltas' first large orchestral work, Cuaunahuac  (the ancient word for

Cuernavaca) was finished and premiered in 1930 by the Orquesta Sinfónica de México.

It was instantly successful, as was his second piece in the same year, Esquinas.  Many

orchestral compositions followed: Ventanas (1931), Alancías (1932), Colorines (1933),

Planos (1934), Caminos (1936), Janitzio (1936), his most famous work, Sensemaya

(1938) and his last work, Itinerario (1940).  Revueltas also composed many chamber

works as well as his most celebrated works for film, Redes and La Noche de los Mayas.

Another outstanding work to come from his mature style is Homenaje a García

Lorca  (1935-36), written in homage to renowned Spanish poet and playwright Federico
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García Lorca.  Lorca had a profound influence on Revueltas' life, for he and Lorca had

many of the same views.  Revueltas was concerned about the poverty and depression of

the Mexican people, and Lorca had the same concern for the Spanish people.  Lorca, who

was openly homosexual, made anti-Fascist statements and associated with Republican

high officials.  Furthermore, several of his plays sparked political controversy and

ultimatley Lorca was executed during the first weeks of the Spanish Civil war.

Revueltas traveled to Spain in 1937 and spent his time traveling, conducting and

observing.  He participated in discussions and meetings and became active in the political

scene.  During his travels, he witnessed the oppression, poverty and hardship of the

people caused by the Spanish revolution.  These observations moved him deeply and had

a profound influence on him both as a person and as a composer.

Upon his return from Spain in 1938, Revueltas fell into an almost permanent state

of depression.  His addiction to alcohol, his severe mood swings, and his intense creative

impulses sent him even further into depression forcing his wife Angela to place him in

sanatoriums for treatment.12

Revueltas was found lying unconscious on a city street on October 5, 1940, a

result of pneumonia.  Sadly, he was too weak to recover from years of alcohol abuse and

he died only days after being stricken.13  Despite the tragedy of a difficult and troubled

life, his music reflects the struggle and ultimate happiness of the Mexican people he so

dearly loved.

                                                  
12 Carlos Sanchez-Gutierrez.  The Cooked and the Raw: Syncretism in the Music of Silvestre Revueltas, 17.
13 Leclair, 8.
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CHAPTER 3

THE COMPOSITIONAL STYLES OF CARLOS CHÁVEZ

AND SILVESTRE REVUELTAS

Carlos Chávez and Silvestre Revueltas were similar in as many ways as they were

different.  Each used rhythm in an intricate and exciting manner and had a predilection

for linear as opposed to vertical writing resulting in sharp dissonances in a majority of

their works.  Both used a large orchestra with an extensive battery of percussion

instruments, and each experimented with small chamber ensembles with varying

combinations of instruments.  The two pieces examined in this document are especially

representative of how these two composers used a non-traditional mix of instruments.

Both are identified as nationalistic composers, although Chávez dedicated only a

short period of his time to this endeavor.  Chávez was influenced by the indigenous

Indian music he heard as a young boy, whereas Revueltas was influenced by the melodies

he heard in the streets during traditional fiestas and the music accompanying native

dances.  Furthermore, Chávez’s nationalistic inspiration came from the indigenous music

of the Mexican Indian tradition of the pre-Cortezian period, compared to Revueltas’s

inspiration, which came from modern folklore and popular music.  Consequently,

Revueltas’s music was more appealing to Mexicans than that of Chavez.  At times,

Chávez was blamed for not being Mexican enough and for writing music thought to be

cold and cerebral.  Aaron Copland states however, “…I see absolutely no need to choose
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here.  It is not a question of Chávez or Revueltas, as at one time it was thought to be a

question of Wagner or Brahms.  We can have both men and their music for exactly what

each is worth to us”.1 Before investigating the musical styles of Carlos Chávez and

Silvestre Revueltas, one must have an understanding of the history preceding their rise to

greatness. The music of Mexico, according to Chávez, can be divided into three periods

relating to the general history of the country: the aboriginal culture, the mestizaje,

(mixing of Indian and Spanish music), and the nationalistic movement following the

revolution.2

The aboriginal culture (before 1519), usually ignored by most scholars and artists,

is perhaps the most important of all.  During this time the indigenous music “was not

only an individual expression indispensable to the life of the spirit but a concern of an

entire state organization”.3  Much like the music of Africa and the native people of North

America, music was an essential part of life.  It permeated every congregation imaginable

from religious and social events to political and secular gatherings.  These musical

traditions were passed down by rote from generation to generation, as well as through the

chronicles of the conquerors and written accounts of educated Indians.  In many regions

of Mexico Indians still preserve the traditions set forth over four hundred years ago.

The arrival of Cortéz in 1519 brought the Conquest and a three hundred-year

domination by Spain. The Christian forces of Spain quickly attempted to eliminate the

                                                  
1 Aaron Copland.  The New Music 1900-1960, revised and enlarged edition.(New York: W.W. Norton and
Company, 1968), 149.
2 Carlos Chávez.  “The Music of Mexico”.  American Composers on American Music.  Henry Cowell, ed.
(New York: Frederick Ungar Pub. Co., 1961): 169.
3 Ibid, 170.
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music of the Indians because it was so closely associated with their religion.

Subsequently, the music from Spain and the indigenous music of the Indians ran parallel

for many decades.

As much as the Spaniards tried to suppress the native people and their culture,

inevitably, over the course of three centuries, the races mixed and produced a mestizo

(mixed race) population.  The mestizo population turned Spanish secular songs and

dances into a new style of music that was neither Indian nor Spanish, but Mexican.4  The

son (sonnet), corrido (ballad), canción (song) and pastorela (pastoral) became the

popular and folk music genres of the mestizo race.  Even compositions of trained

composers began to show influences of mestizo qualities.

Toward the last half of the nineteenth century, the government began to subsidize

musical activities.  In 1877, the National Conservatory of Music was founded with the

help of the Mexican government.  Soon, Mexicans began to dominate the musical scene

in their country and teaching positions were filled exclusively by Mexicans.5  The

Spanish influence was inescapable, however, as the style of teaching was dominated by

European traditions.

The third period in Mexican musical history began with the revolution in 1910.

Manuel Ponce (1882-1948), considered to be the first Mexican nationalistic composer,

initiated in 1912 a movement popularizing the Mexican song (canción Mexicana) and

                                                  
4 Dorothy Conklin.  “Carlos Chávez and Musical Nationalism in Mexico”.  Percussive Notes 32 No. 6
(December 1994), 72.
5 Robert Stevenson.  Music in Mexico.  A Historicl Survey.  (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1952):
218-19.
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regional dances, such as the jarabe.6   A nationalistic fervor, rooted in the revolution,

began not only in music, but also in the muralistic paintings of Diego Rivera, José

Clemente Orozco and David Alfaro Siquerios.

Nationalism flourished during the 1920’s and 1930’s through the music of Carlos

Chávez and Silvestre Revueltas.  Their students carried forth the movement through the

1940’s, but by 1950 the nationalistic style became outdated.  Composers since have

followed the developments in the United States and Europe.7

Carlos Chávez

It is difficult to outline a distinct evolution in Chávez’s music.  As Camilo states,

Anyone seeking a single line of development in Chávez’s music
will be disappointed. His works show a continuous process of self-
realization albeit one lacking the recognizable demarcations that often
distinguish the periods of an artist’s creativity; instead, they can only be
classified according to their stylistic tendencies…[which] are not mutually
exclusive and various mixtures of them can be found in almost any one of
his works”8

Chávez’s music can be categorized in four broad styles.  His first period shows

influence of the European Classical and Romantic traditions.  The second period begins

his mature style and is one of Mexican nationalism using subject matter, text or musical

elements whether ancient or modern.9   The third period is a style that utilizes harsh and

grating dissonances, intensive chromaticism, angular melody, evasion of tonality and use

                                                  
6 Chávez, “The Music of Mexico”, 171.
7 Joan Sweeney Coombs.  "Carlos Chávez: a reassessment of his place in twentieth-century music”.  (M.M.
thesis, University of Alabama, 1981), 4.
8 Ingrid Camilo.  "Carlos Chávez, his thought and his music."  (DMA thesis, Manhattan School of Music,
1992), 34.
9Robert L Parker.  Carlos Chávez, A Guide to Research.  (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1998), 13.
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of polyrhythm.  The fourth period moves toward the use of traditional forms, moderated

dissonance and a greater tendency toward tonality.  One characteristic that can be traced

through his compositional output, however, is his propensity for counterpoint.  Chávez

was a linear composer who emphasized horizontal lines rather than vertical sonorities.

The period before 1921 shows the influence of Chávez’s study of the great

masters.  He did not study composition formally, relying on his own study of great

composers such as Bach, Beethoven, Brahms and Wagner.  Hence, his early

compositional output reflects that influence in the titles of early pieces such as Prelude

and Fugue,  Sonata Fantasia (1917) and Gavota (1918).  Chávez’s first symphonic work

was written in 1918 and displays a full understanding of the technical problems in writing

for a symphony.  He dedicated most of this period writing in a semi-classical style for

orchestra, voice, piano and small ensembles.10  His early output also includes

arrangements of revolutionary and traditional Mexican songs, foreshadowing his

nationalistic period. In 1920, the firm of Wagner and Levien in Mexico City published

six of his pieces, mostly for solo piano.

Two important events occurred in 1921 that marked the beginning of Chávez’s

mature compositional output.  The inaugural event was the first public recital of his

music.  Reviews of the concert suggest that his compositions showed the romantic

influence of Schumann and Chopin but demonstrated modernistic traits that stood out

sharply in comparison to the prevalent conservatism among older composers.

                                                  
10Orin Lincoln Igou.  "Contemporary symphonic activity in Mexico with special regard to Carlos Chávez
and Silvestre Revueltas."  (Ph.D. thesis, Northwestern University, 1946), 348.
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The second event was when he was commissioned by Jose Vasconcelos to

compose a Mexican ballet based on ancient Aztec themes.  El Fuego Nuevo (The New

Fire) was inspired by a ceremony signifying the renewal of life through a new gift of fire

from the gods.  Without quoting a single Indian melody, Chávez was able to produce a

work primitive in character, evoking a Mexican flavor.  His travels as a young boy to the

small villages where he heard the indigenous music of the Indians certainly had an impact

on his early compositions.

The compositions between 1921 and the late 1930’s consisted of works

demonstrating a nationalistic flavor as well as works establishing his experimentation

with absolute and abstract music.  The latter compositions had no discernible connection

with Mexico except a few rhythmic and melodic mannerisms that had already become

part of his vocabulary.

There are only two known instances when Chávez used original Indian themes.

One example is from one of his most famous works, Sinfonia India (1935) and the other

is in El Sol (1934).  Sinfonia India uses Mexican Indian themes, and El Sol is based on a

ballad from the Mexican Revolution.  The remainder of Chávez’s nationalistic works are

based on his own melodies steeped in Indian tradition.  He was very talented at capturing

the essence of a primitive style that he had no need to use literal quotes.  Aaron Copland

said of Chávez that “…I feel no other composer who has used folk-material—not even

Bela Bartok or  de Falla—has more successfully solved the problem of its complete
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amalgamation into an art-form”.11 Other nationalistic works from this period are Cantos

de México (Songs of Mexico, 1933) for orchestra and chorus, Llamadas (Calls, 1934) for

chorus and orchestra, and Chapultepec (1935) which consists of three songs from the

revolution.

Chávez’s melodies are usually short, motivic themes repeated in many melodic,

rhythmic, harmonic and coloristic variations.  His melodies are not developed in a

traditional sense, yet he achieves unity and coherence through motivic manipulation.  He

uses a limited amount of material and multiplies it throughout an entire movement or

larger section of a piece.  Chávez’s favorite melodic vocabulary consists of diatonic,

modal and pentatonic scales.  Small fragments developed by constant repetition and

changes of key signatures form his earlier melodies, before 1921.  Melodies after 1921

begin to show a mixture of chromatic motives, diatonic melodic figures, modal fragments

and wide intervallic leaps.  Chávez does, however, have the ability to write slow,

expressive melodies which he used to contrast the driving rhythmic style that permeates

his works.  Melodies in his later works consist primarily of seconds, fourths, fifths,

sevenths and ninths, intervals that stay away from any one tonality.

Chávez’s compositions exhibit much excitement through his use of rhythm.  His

works are generally full of strong, driving rhythms that use a plethora of rhythmic

devices.  Polyrhythmic combinations of four against five, five against six and even eleven

against twelve coupled with the use of shifting accents blur any metric regularity

                                                  
11 Aaron Copland.  “Carlos Chávez—Mexican Composer”. American Composers on American Music.
Henry Cowell, ed. (New York: Frederick Ungar Pub. Co., 1961), 105.
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established by a time signature.  His most recognizable rhythmic gesture is the hemiola

3/4 and 6/8 time.  Alternating between groups of three duplets and groups of two triplets

while staying in the same meter is a trait Chávez derived from the popular song and

dance forms of the Mexican people.  This technique abounds in the last section of Soli.

Once a rhythmic motive is established, he generally stays with that idea throughout a

movement or section of a piece.  If a section begins with running eighth or sixteenth

notes, the entire section uses that idea.

Chávez best explains this philosophy in his book Musical Thought.  He suggests

that:

Rhythm and symmetry are the essentials of musical construction.
Rhythmical and symmetric repetition operate as the basic and universal
principle for rudimentary as well as larger structures.  The same rhythmic
principles that operate to integrate one bar operate to integrate phrases,
sections, parts, or a whole piece of music.12

Chávez’s harmonies are often dissonant and clashing due to his linear style of

composition.  Most of his pieces are basically tonal, but through his use of free

counterpoint, often times there seems to be lack of a tonal center.  The use of free

counterpoint creates a polyphonic texture that pervades his compositional output. To

Chávez, harmony was relatively unimportant compared to rhythm and counterpoint.

His melodic and vertical sonorities, except in nationalistic works, were mostly

non-triadic harmonies and consisted of intervals of seconds, sevenths and ninths evading

any one tonal center.  These intervals, used in block chords, as well as parallel fourths

                                                  
12 Carlos Chávez.  Musical Thought, 50.
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and fifths and the simultaneous use of adjacent notes of the chromatic scale in octave

displacement,  were all part of Chávez’s harmonic vocabulary.13

Chávez often claimed that he avoided compositional formulas such as imitations,

sequences, canons, academic development and traditional forms.  This is not to say that

he did not understand formal structures. Through his study of the great masters, he had a

thorough understanding of the forms used by his predecessors.  His compositions prior to

1921 are well crafted and show skillful handling of form.14  Yet, as Coombs points out:

Several of his earlier [mature] works do indeed use traditional
structures.  The first movement of his Third Sonata for Piano is cast in
sonatina form without development, while the third movement is fugal and
uses such “traditional” fugal devices as inversion, stretto, diminution,
augmentation, and sequence.  Some of his works, such as Sinfonia India,
Sinfonia Antigona, and the Concerto for Violin and Orchestra (1948), are
built on a modified sonata-allegro form15

It is difficult to avoid traditional forms altogether, so Chávez used traditional ideas as a

point of departure and molded them into his own technique of composing.  Chávez states

that  “A composer wants to make his own music, and that can only be achieved by

developing his own technique.  We have to know the particular techniques of all the great

masters well; first, to learn from them and, second, to avoid them consistently”16

                                                  
13 Parker, Robert L.  Carlos Chavex, Mexico's modern-day Orpheus.  (Boston, Mass.:  Twayne Publishers,
1983), 123.
14 Ingrid Camilo.  "Carlos Chávez, his thought and his music."  (DMA thesis, Manhattan School of Music,
1992), 35.
15 Joan Sweeney Coombs.  "Carlos Chávez: a reassessment of his place in twentieth-century music”.
(M.M. thesis, University of Alabama, 1981), 52.
16 Carlos Chávez, Musical Thought, 31.
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As a way to avoid academic development in his music, Chávez began using the

idea of non-repetition.  Chávez thought that music could unfold in a continual stream of

new ideas.  Each idea is generated by its predecessor and becomes the impetus for the

next idea, producing a constant renewal.  Continuity is achieved through the relationships

of each idea to its antecedent and consequent motives.17  Chávez said himself that

“Repetition and variation can be replaced by the notion of constant rebirth” and that

music “evolves in perpetually renewed forms without ever repeating itself, with unity and

cohesion being achieved through style”.18

The first time Chávez used this idea was in Soli (1933), and while he did not use

this technique exclusively thereafter, it became a regular part of his style, especially in his

progressive compositions of the 1960’s and 1970’s.

Chávez also experimented with serialism.  Soli II for woodwind quintet (1961)

and the theme of Variations for Violin and Piano (1969) are serial compositions.  Once

he proved he could compose serial works, he did not dwell on the technique, as did many

of his contemporaries.

When listening to the symphonic music of Carlos Chávez, it becomes apparent

that he had an excellent understanding of orchestration.  Parker states that “an inseparable

part of Chávez’s compositional skill was his ability as an orchestrator.  As an orchestra

conductor for fifty years, Chávez was intimately acquainted with instrumental colorings

employed by other composers past and present, and he knew from first-hand experience

                                                  
17 Robert L. Parker.  Carlos Chavex, Mexico's modern-day Orpheus.  (Boston, Mass.: Twayne Publishers,
1983), 123.
18 Carlos Chávez.  Musical Thought, 84.
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the possibilities and limitations of orchestral resources”.19  The experience Chávez gained

from conducting allowed him to make dissonant and intricate passages sound good by

joining the right combinations of color, dynamics and texture.  His skill and expertise

allowed him to develop into an important twentieth-century composer who was looked

upon favorably by his contemporaries as well as present historians.

Aaron Copland writes that:

Carlos Chávez is one of the best examples I know of a thoroughly
contemporary composer.  His music embodies almost all the major traits
of modern music: the rejection of Germanic ideals, the objectification of
sentiment, the use of folk material in its relation to nationalism, the
intricate rhythms, linear as opposed to vertical writing, the specifically
‘modern’ sound images.  It is music that belongs entirely to our own
age…Here is contemporary music if ever there was any”.20

Silvestre Revueltas

It is interesting to note that Copland describes Carlos Chávez as being skillful at

“the objectification of sentiment”.  This, perhaps, is one important reason why Chavez’s

music was less popular with the common people of Mexico than Silvestre Revueltas’.

Revueltas’ music is perceived as being more emotional and spontaneous than the music

of Chávez.  Revueltas’ melodies are lively and vibrant, possessing folk-like appeal.

Revueltas never used original folk melodies in his works, but because they exhibit

elements of folk melody, they sound as if they are folk songs.  Chávez was influenced by

the indigenous Indian music from his travels as a young boy, whereas Revueltas was

                                                  
19 Robert L. Parker.  Carlos Chávez, Mexico’s modern-day Orpheus, 124.
20 Aaron Copland
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influenced by the melodies he heard in the streets during traditional fiestas and the music

accompanying native dances.

Charmaine Leclair, who has written extensively about Revueltas, summarizes

Revueltas’ music when he writes that:

His music can be categorized into two styles; first, that which is
unmistakably Mexican nationalist, and second, that which is abstract or
programmatic, and clearly the effort of a composer of the twentieth-
century.  His melodies and rhythms in the first style were often inspired by
popular Mexican song and dance forms…The music in his second style
most often shows his concern to convey a mood, character, or text setting
through the use of humorous musical gestures, unique instrumentations,
and/or unpredictable harmonic structures.21

One of the most important influences on Revueltas’ melodic vocabulary was the

corrido, a descendant of the Spanish romance. The corrido played an important role in

the fervor of the nationalistic movement, and the corrido was one way in which the

ordinary Mexican could express his or her dismay with the war and the revolution.  Less

heroic topics such as adultery, deception, jealousy and everyday events were also

expressed through the corrido.  Revueltas had a strong attraction to the common people

of Mexico and their plight, so it is natural that he was attracted to this music.

The melody of a corrido is from seven to ten measures in length and is usually in

6/8 or 9/8 time.  The form is strophic, repeating the melody for each stanza of the text.  If

accompanied by musicians, there may be improvisation between stanzas.  Two

distinguishing features of a corrido melody are the minor third descent at the end of a

phrase and the melody harmonized in thirds or sixths if performed by two musicians.  A

                                                  
21 Charmaine Francoise Leclair.  “The Solo and Chamber Music of Silvestre Revueltas”.  (Ph.D. thesis,
University of Oregon, 1995), 3.
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prevalent rhythmic device used in the corrido is to alternate groups of three eighth notes

with groups of two, creating either 2/4 bars alternating with 6/8 bars, or singing in 7/8

time.22

Revueltas’ favorite corrido characteristics are the use of melodies in parallel

thirds that descend a minor third at the end of phrases and the alternation of 6/8 and 2/4

times.  His approach to writing melodies was one of spontaneity, using the sounds he

heard around him everyday.  This approach is completely opposite to Chávez’s

calculated, learned style.

Although they are different in many ways, Chávez certainly had an impact on

Revueltas’ compositional style.  Mayer-Serra writes that the “folk melody, twisted and

disfigured by constant alterations, the hard implacable hammering of the

accompaniment—in a word, all the rather harsh conception of musical Mexicanisms that

is peculiar to Chávez’s scores—are present” in the compositions of Revueltas.23

However, he contrasts their styles when he writes that:

The retrospective and erudite tendencies of Chávez’s scores—the
evoking of the past by using primitive scales or archaic instruments, by
reconstructing the musical phases of certain ancient rites, etc.—do not
correspond to the live temperament and quick spontaneity of Silvestre
Revueltas.  He is interested in present-day Mexico, with the festivities of
its market places, the comical, sad atmosphere of the carpas –the crude
little playhouses of the capital…the shrill colors of the people and the
landscapes, the songs and music of the country as it exists today.  For
Chávez the musical culture of the aborigines constitutes the most
important stage in the history of Mexican music.  His desire to reconstruct
musically this atmosphere of primitive purity, in the conviction that he is
thus giving expression to “true” Mexican character.  For Revueltas, on the

                                                  
22 Leclair, 17-18.
23 Otto Mayer-Serra.  “Silvestre Revueltas and Musical Nationalism in Mexico”.  The Musical Quarterly.
28 No. 2 (April, 1941), 127,
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other hand, Mexican character is expressed quite as faithfully in the
remains of primitive cultures still extant in many parts of the republic, and
in the more surprising effects of the mixture of different races and
civilizations, so characteristic of modern Mexico.24

Although Revueltas was more influenced by the every-day music he heard, the ancient

Indian elements that influenced Chávez also appear in Revueltas’ music through the use

of rhythmic repetition.  The influence of Indian music is also apparent in Revueltas’

works when he used a pentatonic scale in his melodies, as that was the basis for

indigenous Indian music.

Reveultas’ use of repetitive ostinati plays a major part in his compositions.  He

uses this device not only as accompaniment but also as a structural device.  This style is

evident when examining his First Little Serious Piece, discussed in chapter five.

His most Indian work, Sensemayá, depicts an Afro-Cuban religious ritual

surrounding the killing of a snake.  The work was inspired by a poem of the same theme

by Afro-Cuban poet Nicholás Guillén and is repetitive and chant-like.  Melody and

harmony are subservient to rhythm.  Repetitive, driving rhythms, pentatonic melodies and

clashing dissonances give this piece its Indian-Mexican flavor.

Another source of inspiration for Revueltas was the music that accompanied the

popular dances.  The Jarabe, a dance form that influenced Revueltas’ style, became

popular during the first part of the nineteenth century.  It is an energetic folk dance in 6/8

or 3/4 meter and is extremely syncopated.  The Huapango is a lively dance from the

Huastec region, and it is 6/8 meter with consistent syncopations and shifting accents.  The

                                                  
24 Ibid.
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rhythmic structure in the Huapango is most likely what influenced Leonard Bernstein’s

America from his musical West Side Story.

A major part of Revueltas’ compositional style is a mixture of Indian and Spanish

influence, or, mestizo music. Chávez also used mestizo elements but in only a small

amount of his music and not to the extent as Revueltas.  One must also remember that

Revueltas composed for only ten years (1930-1940), while Chávez had forty-seven years

to evolve and experiment with different styles.  Revueltas’ output was short but full of

emotion and inspired by his surroundings.  Revueltas “combined Indian elements with

those of contemporary Mexican folk music and placed them into a twentieth-century

compositional framework.  This interweaving of folk elements, complex rhythms,

motivic permutation and multiple harmonic planes resulted in a unique sound.”25

Revueltas’ melodic vocabulary combines a mixture of diatonic, pentatonic,

chromatic, octatonic and whole tone scales.  Rarely does he use one scale at the same

time, but combines different scales in a linear, contrapuntal approach.  This gives his

music a shocking, dissonant harmonic language.  Multiple harmonic areas are achieved,

not in a twelve-tone serial technique, but by an unordered use of twelve-tones within a

tonal structure, without altogether abandoning tonality.26

His melodic writing is similar to Chávez in that his pieces are built on motivic

ideas.  However, Chávez takes a limited amount of motivic material and manipulates it

throughout an entire movement or section of a piece.  Revueltas’ works, on the other

                                                  
25 Jack Dean.  “Silvestre Revueltas:  A discussion of the background and influences affecting his
compositional style”.  (DMA thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1992), 68.
26 Ibid, 79.
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hand, are built on progressively expanding motivic ideas, utilizing large amounts of

melodic material.  Many motives are quite rhythmic and become more important than the

melody itself.

Revueltas’ compositional style relies heavily on a linear, contrapuntal approach.

He often times composes independent lines utilizing different scales creating opposing

vertical sonorities.

Revueltas, like his mentor Chávez, was an extraordinary orchestrator.  His timbral

palette is as colorful as the Mexican people with whom he surrounded himself everyday.

As Mayer-Serra writes, “Like all great Mexican artists, he is a great colorist; this part of

his personality he also owes to the character of his people”.27  Anyone who has seen a

Mexican family dress for a special event can certainly attest to Mayer-Serra’s statement.

Beautiful and colorful dresses especially adorn the women and children.

The basis for Revueltas’ timbral choices comes from ensembles of Native

Mexican music such as the street bands and mariachi bands.  Members of these groups

were often untrained and produced unrefined sounds.   High scoring for the woodwinds,

absence of the full string section and hard, brittle sounds coupled with abrupt color

changes and dissonant harmonies attempt to achieve the native Mexican sounds one hears

in the streets.

Another interesting compositional trait is Revueltas’ use of families of

instruments.  Rather than writing in a homophonic style for each section, Revueltas often

                                                  
27 Otto Mayer-Serra, 139.
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times gave the same family of instruments more than one idea, layering each section of

the orchestra arranged by tessitura.

Revueltas, like most Mexican composers including Chávez, did not write in large

forms.  (Chávez’s longest piece is less than twenty minutes.)  Besides organizing his

music by ostinati, Revueltas also favored a simple three-part form.  What his music lacks

in advanced structural organization is offset by his musical imagination and the sheer

power and complexity of its rhythmic and motivic design.
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CHAPTER 4

SOLI  I BY CARLOS CHÁVEZ

Soli was written in 1933 to fulfill a commission by the League of Composers to

commemorate its tenth anniversary.1  The piece is scored for oboe, B-flat clarinet, B-flat

trumpet and bassoon.  Robert Parker, a scholar who has written extensively regarding

Carlos Chávez observes that “The title comes from the fact that, while each instrument is

featured in turn, the other instruments do not lose their soloistic independence, being only

seldom relegated to an accompanying role in the essentially contrapuntal texture”.2

There are four movements in this work and each instrument is featured during one

of the four movements.  The clarinet is the main solo instrument in the first movement,

which is marked Sciolto e ritmato (unconstrained and rhythmic).  Numerous meter

changes, syncopations and a brisk tempo make this an exciting opening movement.

The second movement, marked moderato,  is in a slower tempo and features the

bassoon.  It is in 3/4 time with the quarter note equaling fifty beats per minute.  The third

movement, in 5/4 time, is also slow and marked Molto lento, with the quarter note

                                                  
1Robert L Parker.  Carlos Chávez, Mexico's modern-day Orpheus.  (Boston, Mass.: Twayne Publishers,
1983), 47.
2Ibid.
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equivalent to forty eight beats per minute.  The oboe is the featured instrument in this

instrument. The last movement, marked Vivo in 6/8 time, features the trumpet and is

filled with hemiola, cross-rhythms and sharp articulations.  Numerous mute changes in

the trumpet and the use of almost the entire range of each instrument make this

movement exciting from both a rhythmical and timbral standpoint.  As Parker states,

“The frenzied, driving rhythm in the fourth movement forecasts, to some extent, the

perpetual motion effects of Sinfonía Índia (1935)”.3  The rhythms also suggest a remote

nationalistic influence, as rhythmic devices used in the final movement are similar to

rhythms used in the Huapango and Jarabe, popular dance forms of the revolution.

As Camilo writes in her dissertation, “A disdain for formulas in favor of instinct

based on experience led Chávez to his non-repetitive procedure and, apart from one

exceptional work, steered him away from the composition technique which attracted so

many of his contemporaries—serialism.”4  A new idea of composing was initiated with

Soli and became a regular stylistic feature.  Chávez did not compose in this style

exclusively, but reserved it for his most progressive compositions.  Except for the

rhythms in the final movement, Soli demonstrates Chávez’s experimentation with new

ideas in absolute and abstract music that show no nationalistic tendencies.

First Movement

The first movement is seventy-six measures long and the metronome marking

indicates that the quarter note equals one hundred sixty beats per minute.  The meter

                                                  
3Ibid.
4 Camilo, Ingrid.  "Carlos Chávez, his thought and his music”.  (DMA thesis, Manhattan School of Music,
1992), 82.
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begins in 2/4, but shifts numerous times throughout the movement, changing meters

fourteen times.  The key signatures indicates A minor concert, but no formal or

traditional harmonic progression is evident.  Chávez placed greater emphasis on linear

counterpoint that creates dissonant and clashing harmonies.  The individual parts, except

for a few accidentals, do stay within the key signature.  The main rhythmic motive, which

is used throughout the entire first movement,  consists of eighth notes and quarter notes.

Since Chávez himself admitted that Soli was conceived as a non-repetitive

composition, the phrase structure of each movement could prove difficult to analyze.

Upon closer examination, however, sections and phrases are evident and the first

movement can be analyzed in a binary form with a transition in the middle.

The first phrase of the A section, measures 1-10, features the clarinet in a

rhythmic melody punctuated by the oboe and bassoon, as shown in example 1.  The oboe

and bassoon take over the melody and hand it to the trumpet, which ends the phrase with

a three-note motive that is used throughout this movement to signal the ends of phrases.

The articulation markings in this opening phrase must be scrupulously followed to bring

out the nuance of the phrase.

For instance, in example 1, measure 2, the clarinet has a combination of staccato

markings and accents.  The accented notes need to be stressed more with note length and

the weight of the air stream rather than with a harsh articulation.  Furthermore, the

articulation used for the staccato notes must not be too sharp or pointed because Chávez

also indicates a staccatissimo articulation requiring a contrast between the staccato and
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staccatissimo markings.  Most of the notes in the first movement are marked staccato

suggesting that a light articulation be used.  Contrast is achieved through the use of

accents and staccatissimo markings as well as agogic accents.

Example 1.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 1-10.  Chávez.5

   

                                                  
5 All music examples in this chapter are reprinted by permission.  Soli by Carlos Chavez.  Copyright 1959
by Carlanita Music Co. (ASCAP) All Rights Administered by G. Schiermer, Inc. (ASCAP).  International
Copyright Secured.  All Rights Reserved.  Used by Permission by permission of G. Schirmer, Inc as agent
for Carlanita Music Co.
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As shown in example two, a more lyrical style through the use of slur marks

begins the next phrase which is from measures 11-21 and features a duet between the

oboe and clarinet.  An articulated style quickly returns, however, and remains for the rest

of the phrase.  A rhythmic motive of three punctuated quarter notes in the oboe and

muted trumpet in measure 21 ends this phrase.

Example 2.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 11-21.  Chávez.

   

Measures 22-29 feature the clarinet in a melodic line similar to the previous two phrases.

Once again, a three-note motive in measure 28 ends this short phrase.
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Example 3.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 22-29.  Chávez.

   

Although Chávez stated that Soli was based on non-repetition, the next phrase

beginning in measure 30 (beginning in example 3) starts exactly as the first two

measures, except  an octave lower.

Example 4.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 31-44.  Chávez.
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An ascending A minor scale in measures 31-35 leads to the transition section,

which begins in measure 36 where the clarinet and trumpet are on a secundal pedal point,

and the oboe and bassoon alternate between major thirds, perfect fourths and augmented

octaves.

This is the only section in which Chávez did not indicate a specific articulation,

creating an opportunity to contrast the staccato style that pervades this movement.  A

tenuto articulation would best serve this phrase with the notes played full value to bring

out the dissonant harmonies, but with a slightly pointed articulation to obtain the

syncopation of the phrase.

The dissonance between the oboe and bassoon is resolved at measure 45, example

5 when they come together on a B three octaves apart and the clarinet and trumpet stop

playing.  Measure 45 marks the beginning of the B section of the first movement.

The B section is different in many ways, thereby justifying labeling it as a

contrasting section.  First, the A section is marked with softer dynamics.  Except for one

passage in measures 5-7, the A section is marked mezzo forte or softer. The B section is

marked forte or louder, except for measures 61-63.  Second, the timbre of the B section is

more colorful and the texture more contrapuntal.  During the A section, the clarinet is the

focus in a mostly soloistic role while the B section actively involves the entire ensemble.

The first phrase of the B section in measures 45-52, example 5 features the oboe

in similar motivic material as the clarinet.  The bassoon and clarinet punctuate the

melody with staccatissimo eighth notes marked sforzando (sffz).  The three-note motive
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used earlier marks the end of this phrase in measure 52 and elides with the next phrase,

which is from measure 51 to 60 and is shown in example 6.

Example 5.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 45-52.  Chávez.

    

Example 6.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 51-60.  Chávez.
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This phrase features a duet with the clarinet and trumpet that, in measures 54 and

55, comes together in octaves creating a contrast to the dissonant harmonic style.

Furthermore, in measure 54 Chávez emphasizes this harmonic contrast with legato

articulations.  A variation of the three-note motive mentioned earlier appears in measures

55-56 to signal the end of this sub-phrase.

In measures 57-60, the clarinet and trumpet split to form an ascending line that is

handed over to the oboe and bassoon in measure 59.  A diminuendo and a descending

line in the oboe elides with the next phrase, which begins in measure 61.

The final phrase of the B section occurs in measures 61-70 and features the

clarinet in a similar role as the A section.  An interesting hocket effect between the

bassoon and clarinet occurs in measures 62-64 and is quite different than previous

melodic material.  In measures 65 and 66, the eighth note motive from measures 55-56

marks the end of the first half of this phrase while the last half of this phrase is an

ascending line in the clarinet comprised of both perfect and augmented fourths and fifths.

Example 7.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 61-70.  Chávez.
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The final six measures represent a codetta for the first movement and a transition

to the second movement.  A pedal point in the bassoon and oboe at an interval of a minor

seventh create dissonance while the clarinet plays a rhythmical, descending line that

comes into unison with the bassoon.  One measure of silence (meas. 75) clears the

dissonance before the clarinet, in measure 76, plays a concert E to A emphasizing the

dominant and tonic of what appears to be an A minor tonality on which Chávez

composed this work.

Example 8.  Soli.  First Movement, Meas. 71-76.  Chávez.

Second Movement

The second movement is thirty-seven measures long and features the bassoon.

The metronome marking is indicated at quarter note equals fifty beats per minute and the

musical terms state that it should be played moderato with il tempo sempre giusto.

The first and second movements share similar characteristics with regard to form

and they can be analyzed in the same manner resulting in a binary structure for the

second movement.  Just as the B section of the first movement contrasts the A section,

the B section of the second movement has more activity, contrasting timbres and a wider

dynamic range when compared to the A section of the second movement.
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The trumpet begins the second movement in measure 77 with a sextuplet motive

that pervades this movement and is used as a cohesive, structural device.  The bassoon

enters at the end of measure 77 with a cantando melody under the ostinato sextuplet

motive in the trumpet, as shown in example 9.  The trumpet hands the motive to the oboe

in measure 80, which is then given to the bassoon.  The bassoon uses the motive as a

transition to a two bar melody marked il liberamente il tempo that is used to finish the

phrase.  This melody also appears later in measures 94-95 to end the phrase.

Example 9.  Soli.  Meas. 77-82.  Chávez.

A new tempo marking such as tempo giusto in measure 83, example 10 would

usually indicate the start of a new phrase.  However, the sextuplet motive in measure 83

is used to end the previous phrase rather than beginning a new one.  Just as Chávez used

a three-note motive in the first movement to signal the end of a phrase, he uses a

sextuplet motive to verify the ends of phrases in this movement.

Further evidence to support this position is that there is a beat of rest on count

two, which at the tempo indicated, creates a large interval of time.  Following the rest is
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the same motive that begins the movement making it sound as though a new idea begins

on beat three rather than on the beginning of the measure.

Example 10.  Soli.  Meas. 83-87.  Chávez.

Chávez uses this same device in measure 87 where an a tempo marking is

indicated at the beginning of the measure but the new phrase actually begins in measure

88.  Evidence to support this is the new dynamic markings, the designation of cantando

in the bassoon, and a new rhythmical idea in the oboe.  This short phrase from measures

88-91 features a series of parallel, perfect intervals ending in a pesante style in measure

91.
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Example 11.  Soli.  Meas. 88-91.  Chávez.

    

The next four-measure phrase does start at the beginning of the measure with the

a tempo, giusto marking in measure 92.  The bassoon plays another lyrical melody under

the sextuplet motive in the trumpet and then uses the sextuplet motive and the melody

from measures 81-82 to finish this phrase and close the A section.

Example 12.  Soli.  Meas. 92-95.  Chávez.

Measures 96-99 serve as a transition to the more contrapuntal B section.  Sffzp

markings abound as do agitated lines and louder dynamic markings.  In measure 99, a

triplet pattern in perfect fourths a minor second apart create dissonance that is resolved in

measure 100 on the downbeat of the B section.
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Example 13.  Soli.  Meas. 96-99.  Chávez.

The B section of the second movement contains two phrases, the first of which is

loud, contrapuntal and dissonant.  The muted trumpet begins this section in its upper

register with the sextuplet motive.

In measure 100, example 14, the bassoon and clarinet have a homorhythmic line

that begins consonant at the harmonic interval of a major third but soon turns dissonant

using secundal harmony and moving in and out of octaves.

The oboe provides a rhythmic counter-melody that serves as a pedal point

hovering around B.  This phrase elides with the next phase in measure 104 on beats two

and three.  On beat three of measure 104, the trumpet begins the last phrase of this

movement with the sextuplet motive that is handed over to the oboe.  The bassoon ends

this movement with a four bar melody that is very similar to measures 81-82 and 94-95

that was used to signal the ends of phrases.  Measures 111-113, example 15, allow the

turmoil and dissonance to settle into a clear tonality of D major.
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Example 14.  Soli.  Meas. 100-104.  Chávez.

    

Example 15.  Soli.  Meas. 105-113.  Chávez.
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Third Movement

The third movement is marked Molto lento with a metronome marking of quarter

note equals forty-eight beats per minute.  The oboe is the featured instrument of this

movement that has a five-part structure demarcated by the tempo markings  molto lento

and pochiss.  piu mosso.  Although the third movement is only thirty-four measures long,

the slow tempo gives it the appropriate length to balance the other three movements.

The first phrase is from measures 114 halfway through measure 118.  The oboe

begins a cantando melody over a D major chord and soon moves to a polyphonic texture

with the clarinet for one measure and then with the bassoon for the remainder of the

phrase.  Although pochiss. piú mosso is indicated at the beginning of measure 118, the

next phrase does not actually begin until the third count.  The melodic material at the

beginning of measure 118 is used to end the phrase much as the three-note motive was

used to end phrases in the first movement.

Example 16.  Soli.  Meas. 114-118.  Chávez.

    

The melodic line in the next phrase, measures 118-122 is marked pochiss. piú

mosso and continues in the same style as the first, but in a homophonic texture.  An
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ostinato of sixteenth notes at the interval of a minor second is divided between the

bassoon and clarinet.  In measure 120, the ostinato is handed to the trumpet which in turn

uses the rhythmic motive as a melody in counterpoint to the oboe.  A forte chord cluster

carries into measure 122 to close the phrase.

Example 17.  Soli.  Meas. 119-122.  Chávez.

        

The next phrase, illustrated in example 18, is marked molto lento, is very short

and serves as a transition to the  pochiss. piú mosso section that features the oboe in a

solo line using octave displacement and centering on the notes between A-flat and C.

Example 18.  Soli.  Meas. 122-124.  Chávez.

    

The next section, shown in example 19, contains two phrases and is more agitated

as the pochiss. piú mosso marking indicates.  The oboe solo is more rhythmical and
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accented over a changing chord cluster in the other three instruments.  A three-note

motive beginning on the anacrusis of measure 126 to the downbeat of measure 127 ends

the first half of this phrase.  A breath mark after the downbeat in measure 127 indicates a

new sub-phrase that leads to the next molto lento section.

Example 19.  Soli.  Meas. 125-128.  Chávez.

    

The final molto lento section can be analyzed as a double period with phrases

occurring from measures 129-132, 132-137, 137-141 and 142-147.  The first phrase of

the final section begins in measure 129, example 20 with a rhythmic gesture in which the

oboe states a motive that is answered by the trumpet and bassoon.  The oboe finishes the

phrase and is taken over by the trumpet in a bravura style supported by a dissonant

harmony consisting of seconds and tri-tones.

In measure 137, the trumpet finishes its phrase in a subdued manner eliding with

the oboe on a unison B.  The oboe and trumpet then create a polyphonic texture in a

contrasting phrase in measures 137-141, example 21, that is soft and lyrical in style.
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Example 20.  Soli.  Meas. 129-137.  Chávez.

The last phrase, measures 142-147,  is a final statement from the oboe supported

by a counter-melody in the bassoon. The movement ends on octave G’s in the double

reeds through a secundal relationship.  On beat three of measure 146 there is a 9-8

suspension while beats three and four of measure 147 employ an appoggiatura figure.

Example 21.  Soli.  Meas. 137-147. Chavez.
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Fourth Movement

The final movement, which features the trumpet, is the most rhythmically active

of the four and as stated earlier, features traits from the Huapango and Jarabe, popular

dance forms of the revolution.  This is perhaps the most notable feature in this piece that

could be viewed as nationalistic.  Although the time signature remains 6/8, Chávez

creates the impression that the meters shift between 6/8 and 3/4 through the use of

hemiola.

Although there is, for the most part, a clear phrase structure, no definite

architectural form is exhibited in this movement.  The form of the final movement

reflects Chávez’s intention to use non-repetition.  Most phrases elide with each other

resulting in a design where there is a continual spinning out of similar motivic material.

As stated earlier, Chávez tends to use the same rhythmic and motivic material in a

movement or section of a piece.

As shown in example 22, measures 148-159 contain a period that presents the

rhythmic motives that are used for the remainder of the movement.  The trumpet begins

with an antecedent phrase that rhythmically and visually gives the impression of

alternating between 6/8 and 3/4 time signatures.  The bassoon remains in 6/8 time and

creates cross rhythms with the trumpet.  The clarinet also stays in 6/8 time when it enters

in the third measure and overlaps with the trumpet.  Measure 152, marked subito

fortissimo,  serves as a link to the consequent phrase in the trumpet.  The final two

measures, 157 and 158, bridge the first period to the next.
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Example 22.  Soli.  Meas. 148-159.  Chávez.

    

In the above example there are five different articulation markings within twelve

measures, including staccato, staccatissimo, legato, slur and accent.  Performers must

pay close attention to these articulations in order to achieve the desired timbral and

rhythmic effect.  For example, in measure 149 the trumpet is marked staccato while

staccatissimo is indicated for the bassoon.  The question arises as to why the bassoon is

marked staccatissimo when staccato would seem to suffice.  The answer appears to be a

matter of both balance and rhythm.  Although the trumpet has a hemiola pattern in this

measure, the composite rhythm of the trumpet and bassoon creates two groups of three

eighth notes.  The bassoon is marked staccatissimo in order to balance the articulation of

the trumpet and to achieve the desired rhythmic effect, which is to emphasize the 6/8 time

signature.
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In measure 159, the trumpet begins the second period with the same motive as the

first period, but this time in a polyphonic texture with the clarinet.  Example 23 illustrates

the cross-rhythms that are created as the clarinet and trumpet continue with the second

phrase in measures 160-168.  The bassoon and oboe enter in measure 168 on a fortissimo

chord in minor seconds to signal the end of the phrase.

Example 23.  Soli.  Meas. 160-168.  Chávez.

    

The next phrase, illustrated in example 24, is seven measures long and begins

with a clarinet solo that overlaps with the trumpet, which enters in measure 172.

Throughout Soli Chávez precisely indicates dynamic markings, perhaps because he has a

specific color in mind.  For example, the trumpet begins the fourth movement marked

mezzo forte. (example 22) The bassoon and clarinet are likewise marked mezzo forte, but
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in measure 150 their dynamic indications are changed to mezzo piano while the trumpet

remains mezzo forte.  Abruptly, in measure 151, all three instruments increase their

dynamics by one gradation.  Sudden volume changes and terraced dynamics reminiscent

of Baroque practices permeate Solo I and must be carefully observed to achieve Chávez’s

desired timbral effects.

Example 24.  Soli.  Meas. 169-175.  Chávez.

    

Example 25.  Soli.  Meas. 176-184.  Chávez.
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The next phrase begins in measure 176, example 25 with a disjunct motive in the

clarinet over a three-measure ostinato in the bassoon that serves as a two-measure

introduction to the next phrase.  The muted trumpet enters in measure 178 and overlaps

with the oboe, which enters in measure 180.  The four-measure melody in the oboe elides

with a final statement by the clarinet to finish this phrase.

In measure 185 the trumpet begins the next section senza sord  while playing,

creating an immediate color change.  The first two measures of this phrase are very

similar to the beginning of the movement, but a half step lower, calling to question

whether this piece is based on non-repetition.  A three-measure phrase in measures 185-

187 is answered by a six-measure phrase in measures 188-193.  The written C in the

clarinet  in measures 190-193 against the moving line in the trumpet creates one of the

more dissonant clashes in this movement.

Example 26.  Soli.  Meas. 185-193.  Chávez.
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The next section begins in measure 194 and is the most tonal area of the

movement.  A C major seventh chord prevails for three measures in a homophonic

texture creating a refreshing change from the constant dissonant, contrapuntal style.

Terraced dynamics are indicated with the oboe marked fortissimo and the remaining

instruments marked piano.  A series of two-measure melodies begins with the oboe in

measure 197, moves to the trumpet in measure 199 and finally to the bassoon in measure

201.  Measures 202 and 203 are used as a link to the next phrase that occurs in the

trumpet and clarinet.  In measures 207-208, a secundal cluster in the bassoon and oboe is

used to punctuate the ending of this phrase, which is very similar to measures 202 and

203 that were used to link the two phrases.

Example 27.  Soli.  Meas. 194-208.  Chávez.
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example 27, continued

Measures 209 – 213 serve as a transition to the next phrase with an ostinato in the

bassoon and clarinet that alternates between minor and major seconds while supporting a

repeated motive in the oboe.  The trumpet enters in measure 212 to end the transition.

Example 28.  Soli.  Meas. 209-213.  Chávez.
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The next nine-measure phrase begins in measure 214 with a fortissimo motive in

the oboe that is taken over by the clarinet leading to a subito piano in measure 218.  This

sudden dynamic change creates a dramatic contrast to the fortissimo motives preceding it.

The trumpet, marked senza sordino (without mute),  enters forte and brings the phrase to

a close.

Example 29.  Soli.  Meas. 214-222.  Chávez.

A bell-tone effect in the clarinet opens the next seven-measure phrase beginning

in measure 223.  An interesting result is achieved in measure 225 between the oboe and

bassoon.  During a majority of Soli, supporting counterpoint is harmonically dissonant

because of Chávez’s avoidance of traditional harmonic practices.  Measure 225 contains

a motive that is in perfect octaves that creates a contrasting outcome to the dissonance

surrounding this measure.  Furthermore, this motive is marked forte indicating that an

immediate dynamic change is necessary to bring attention to this harmonic effect.
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Example 30.  Soli.  Meas. 223-229.  Chávez.

Measures 230-238 serve as a concluding section and contain the markings

stentato pochissimo, pochiss. rall. and rall. poco.   A broadening effect is achieved

through tenuto markings in measures 230-233 and the tempo slows down in measures

234-238 to create a dramatic conclusion that ends with a dissonant chord comprised of

two perfect intervals a half-step apart.
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Example 31.  Soli.  Meas. 230-end.  Chávez.

Melodic and Harmonic Material

Chávez’s melodic and harmonic vocabulary is based on the use of seconds, tri-

tones and sevenths.  This vocabulary, when combined with an emphasis on horizontal

writing, creates a dissonant linear effect for most of the composition. There are times

during the piece however, when voices do play in what are considered consonant

intervals of thirds or perfect perfect fifths.  When this occurs, a striking contrast is

achieved.

A good example of this occurs in measures 36-44 (Example 4).  Measure 36 is the

first time a vertical sonority is used in contrast to a linear approach utilized from the
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beginning of the piece.   The trumpet and clarinet hold a chord at the interval of a major

seventh.  The oboe plays a rhythmic passage on a B, which creates a tri-tone with the

trumpet and a perfect fifth with the oboe. On the same rhythm as the oboe, the bassoon

alternates between a G and F-sharp at first and then between an F-sharp and a B-flat.  The

combination of these pitches creates an extremely dissonant area that is resolved when

the oboe and bassoon come together on a B three octaves apart in measure 45.

Another example occurs at the end of the first movement, measures 71-76

(example 8).  The bassoon and oboe hold a pedal point at the interval of a major seventh

while the clarinet plays a rhythmic motive that comes into octaves with the bassoon.  The

dissonance created during this section is released through a bar of silence in measure 75

and by the clarinet outlining a tonality of A minor in measures 75-76.

Thematic material tends to remain rhythmically the same during an entire

movement, a trait that permeates Chávez’s entire compositional output.  For example, the

first movement is based on the motive of two eighth notes.  Chávez creates rhythmic

interest by using a combination of ties, slurs and pointed articulations.

The second movement uses a sextuplet pattern as an architectural device that

binds the movement together.  This motive is introduced in the trumpet and is found

throughout the entire movement.  The third movement is the least obvious as to what

rhythmic motive Chávez favored.  Rhythmic aspects of the first two movements are

evident.  One motive that does stand out appears in measures 118-120 (example 17).  A

group of four sixteenth notes is used as an ostinato pattern between the bassoon and

clarinet, creating a motive that is different from the rest of the piece. The rhythmic
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motives used during the fourth movement are once again,  influenced by the Huapango

and Jarabe, popular Mexican folk dances. The entire fourth movement is a constant

spinning-out of the motive introduced in the first phrase, similar to a Baroque style of

composition.

Tonality

Because of Chávez’s linear approach to composition, a clear tonal center is

difficult to establish as there are no cadences resulting from a traditional harmonic

perception.  By common practice standards, a pitch inventory, however, reveals that a

specific scale is used for a majority of the piece.  Melodic material employed in Solis

mostly diatonic and based on the contrived scale illustrated in example 32.

Example 32.  Scale used for a majority of Soli.

 In addition to the above scale, Chávez uses lowered first, second and fifth scale

degrees (found in the second measure of example 32).  It is interesting to note that when

all of the pitches in example 32 are combined a chromatic scale is formed.  This does not

suggest that Soli is a serial composition, only that Chávez uses all of the pitches of a

chromatic scale at some point in each movement.

Two passages in Soli clearly define a tonality, the first of which occurs in

measures 111-113 (example 15) at the end of the second movement.  Chávez ends this

movement on a D major chord and begins the third movement the same.  In measure 114

the F natural in the oboe creates a clashing dissonance against the F sharp in the clarinet.
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The second example occurs at the closing of the third movement.  Measures 146

and 147 (example 21) indicate a tonality that gravitates toward a G tonality through the

use of a suspension in the oboe in measure 146 and an appoggiatura in the bassoon in

measure 147.

Although the second and third movements end with a consonance, the final

movement ends with a dissonance.  The last chord of Soli consists of enharmonic perfect

fifths between the bassoon and clarinet and between the trumpet and oboe.  However, the

two perfect fifths are a half-step apart creating extreme dissonance.  This harmonic

device of juxtaposing two perfect intervals a minor second apart and a variation of this

with just two voices a half-step apart, are found quite often in Soli.  Examples of this are

found in measures 36-44, 71-76 and 132-136.  The use of major seconds in this style is

also found throughout this piece.

Although tertian harmony was not an important part of Chávez’s harmonic

vocabulary in Soli, he did not avoid it altogether.  The excerpts at the end of the second

and third movements mentioned earlier are a clear example of how Chávez used tertian

harmony as a contrast to secundal harmony.  Another example is found in measures 21

and 28, which contain a three-note motive Chávez used to indicate the end of a phrase.

Both of these examples are in tertian harmony, the first of which is at the interval of a

perfect fifth, and the second at the interval of a minor third.

In summary, Soli does not follow harmonic customs of the common practice

period.  Chávez uses a mixture of secundal and tertian harmonies with an emphasis

placed on the former.  Tertian harmonies, with a mixture of thirds, octaves and unisons,
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are used as a contrast to the clashing dissonance that results from a linear approach to

composition.

Texture

Although Chávez placed great emphasis on a linear approach to composition,

Soli actually uses a combination of monophonic, homophonic and polyphonic textures.

The first movement is an example of a mixing of textures.  The piece opens

homophonically with a clarinet melody accompanied by the bassoon and oboe. (example

1)  In measure 5, the bassoon and oboe overlap the clarinet line briefly creating a

polyphonic texture.  The trumpet enters in measure 8 on a monophonic line that leads to a

polyphonic duet between the clarinet and oboe.  The clarinet continues the melodic line

in measure 16 (example 2), but in a monophonic texture.  An essentially monophonic

texture is used until measure 51 (example 6) when the clarinet and trumpet have a duet

that creates a polyphonic texture.  Within three measures, however, they come together in

octaves to form a monophonic line.

The second movement has a plethora of rhythmic activity and would seem to be

in a polyphonic texture.  Closer examination reveals that the sextuplet pattern used to

bind the movement together also serves as an accompaniment pattern producing

homophony rather than polyphony.  For example, the bassoon enters in measure 77

(example 9) on a lyrical melody accompanied by the trumpet.  In measure 80, the trumpet

hands the accompaniment pattern to the oboe, which then hands it to the bassoon who

uses it as a link to a monophonic phrase.  The remainder of the movement is similar in

style and uses a combination of homophonic and monophonic textures.
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There is one questionable passage in measures 100-104 (example 14).  The

trumpet has the sextuplet accompaniment pattern while the bassoon and clarinet play a

homorhythmic melody.  If one hears the oboe line as an independent melody, then

polyphony exists.  It is possible to hear the oboe part as an extension of the

accompaniment pattern in the trumpet.  However, since the trumpet is marked forte and

the other three lines are marked fortissimo, it becomes evident that the oboe line is as

important as the bassoon and clarinet line.  This is important to understand if the proper

balance between parts is to be achieved.

The third movement, except for the last ten measures, is in a homophonic texture.

This certainly makes sense, as Chávez is trying to bring out the lyrical qualities of the

oboe.  Too much rhythmic activity would obscure the focus of the movement, which

should be on the oboe.  Terraced dynamics in all parts also give a clear indication that the

oboe line should prevail.

As a contrast to the previous two movements, the fourth movement is

predominantly polyphonic.  Again, the carefulness with which Chávez indicates

dynamics gives a good indication as to the importance of each line.

Rhythm and Meter

Except for the last movement, Chávez uses numerous meter changes throughout

Soli, most often at the ends of phrases or half-phrases.  In the first three movements all

time signatures remain in simple meter and consist of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 and 5/4.  For

example, the meter for the first movement is mostly 2/4 but changes to 3/4 seven times.
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The 3/4 meter is used three times at phrase endings (measures 21, 28 and 60), three times

at the half-phrase (measures 2, 72 and 74) and once as a phrase extension (measure 31).

The second movement, mostly in 3/4 time, has six meter changes of which five

shift to 2/4 and one to 1/4.  The meter change to 1/4 is at a phrase ending and is found in

measure 87.  The meter changes to 2/4 serve the purpose of combining with a measure in

3/4 time to make a 5/4 meter.  This happens in measures 84-85, 89-90, 96-97, 98-99 and

107-108.  The meter change in measure 99 also serves as a phrase ending.

The third movement begins in 5/4 time and has seven meter changes that are used

to conclude either a passage or a half-phrase.  A change to 2/4 time occurs twice, once at

the half-phrase (measure 115) and then at a phrase ending (measure 124).  The meter

changes to 3/4 twice, both times at phrase endings (measures 118 and 137).

A phrasal analysis of the first three movements of Soli reveals that Chávez used

changing meters as a device to extend phrases either in the middle or at the end of a

phrase.  Although he did not change meters in the fourth movement, an implied meter

change from 6/8 to 3/4 occurs quite often.

Performance Issues

Tempo

The metronome marking for the first movement of Soli indicates that the quarter

note equal 160 beats per minute.  This tempo is quite frantic, and has the possibility of

creating numerous ensemble problems during performance.  Furthermore, Chávez

indicated that the movement be performed Sciolto e ritmato which means unconstrained

and rhythmic.  The movement is rhythmic regardless of tempo (within reason) but 160
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beats per minute feels frenetic and unnatural.  A more suitable tempo is between 148-152

beats per minute, which allows the movement to still maintain its rhythmic integrity

while permitting an unconstrained and relaxed character.

The middle two movements appear to present a performance issue with regard to

tempo, but after closer examination, the tempos are accurate but the musical terms are

misleading.  The second movement is marked at 50 beats per minute with the terms

moderato and il tempo sempre giusto.  The third movement is marked at 48 beats per

minute with the term molto lento.  Concerning these two movements, the question arises

as to why the tempo markings are so similar yet the musical terms are so different.  The

answer lies in the style of the movements.  The second movement begins with a sextuplet

pattern that emphasizes the sub-division of the beat.  (example 9)  The appearance is not

a meter of 3/4 in which the quarter note equals 50 beats per mintue, but a compound

meter in which the eighth note equals 100 beats per minute.  The musical terms for the

second movement then, are referring to the sub-division of the beat rather than the quarter

note, giving this movement a moderato il tempo sempre giusto style.  The sextuplet

pattern that binds this movement together reinforces the indicated term.

The style of the third movement better reflects both the metronome marking and

the musical term of molto lento.  The third movement is generally more lyrical than the

second giving the impression of a meter where quarter notes are emphasized rather than

eighth notes.
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Dynamics and Balance

One of the greatest concerns when performing Soli is balance.  The trumpet can

easily overpower the woodwinds and therefore must scrupulously observe all dynamic

markings. Chávez was careful to indicate precisely the dynamics and subtle nuances such

as accents, sforzandos, crescendos and decrescendos.

For example, in the first movement at measure 51 (example 6) the trumpet and

clarinet play a duet that is preceded by three punctuated notes marked fortissimo.  Chávez

was careful to terrace the dynamics at measure 51 by marking the clarinet forte while

indicating mezzo forte for the trumpet.  In measure 55, when the clarinet and trumpet

come together on unison B concerts, he indicates the trumpet to be forte.  This sudden

dynamic change in the trumpet creates a different timbral shading than if the trumpet had

remained mezzo forte.  Nuances such as this permeate Soli and the performers must pay

close attention to these markings in order to achieve the proper results.

Articulation

A majority of the notes in Soli have some type of articulation indicated, especially

in the outer movements.  Most markings indicate a staccato articulation but accents and

staccatissimo markings are also present.  Accents are generally used to emphasize the

beginning of a phrase or to accentuate a syncopation and must be of different length and

weight than the staccato notes.  Effectively performing these subtle articulations requires

finesse and sensitivity from each performer.  A slightly slower tempo than indicated will

allow each player to better perform the indicated articulation markings.
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An additional example occurs in measures 185-193 in the fourth movement which

(example 26) is in a staccato style.  When legato markings are indicated, such as

measure 186,  the performer needs to magnify this effect by playing these notes

extremely long with little articulation.  If these markings are ignored the performers miss

a chance to bring out the nuances and timbral shadings that are possible in Soli.  For

example, in measure 191 the trumpet has four notes;  the first one is marked with a

staccato and a legato marking while the remaining three notes are marked legato.  The

question arises as to how the performer interprets these markings while still maintaining a

steady tempo.  The answer lies in the phrasal analysis.  The down beat of measure 191 is

the final note of the preceding motive and the remaining three notes are used as a bridge

to the remainder of the phrase.  To achieve a contrast in articulation the performer should

give the D on the down beat of measure 191 slightly more length than the preceding

staccato notes and play the remaining three notes as long as possible.  Examples such as

these are abundant in Soli and should be carefully observed.

Timbral Effects

Chávez’s use of the range of each instrument is well within the normal parameters

used during the first part of the twentieth century.  The manner in which Chávez uses the

practical range of each instrument is what gives his composition its unique style.

Although Chávez’s melodies are mostly diatonic,  quick changes of tessitura provide

interesting timbral changes.  An examination of the examples in this chapter reveals that

such changes abound in all parts.  Large skips, disjunct melodies and passages at the

extreme of the practical range of each instrument are also used with frequency.
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In the first phrase of the piece the clarinet begins in its middle register

accompanied by the oboe in its low register and the bassoon in its middle register.

Chávez could have easily put the oboe in the staff but chose its low register, giving the

accompaniment a dark timbre.  The low register of the oboe, combined with the bassoon

in measures 5 and 6, contrasts the high clarinet timbre in measures 4 and 5.  A quick

tessitura change in measure 7 in the clarinet and bassoon creates a contrasting timbral

effect continuing in the trumpet that enters in measure 8 and ascends to its upper register.

Another intriguing timbral effect occurs in measures 100-113 of the second

movement (examples 14 and 15).  The bassoon’s low register contrasts the oboe’s high

register.  The clarinet is in its lowest register while the muted trumpet is in its high

register.  The woodwinds are marked fortissimo while the muted trumpet is marked forte.

The bassoon and clarinet provide a dark timbre to this phrase while the trumpet and oboe

contrast that color with a bright, strident quality.

The timbre changes in the next phrase (measures 105-113) when the oboe,

clarinet and trumpet move to their middle registers and the bassoon changes to a higher

register.  The third movement ends on a dark timbre as the bassoon descends to below the

staff, accompanied by the clarinet in its lowest register and the trumpet in its middle

range.  These examples suggest that Chávez was truly interested in the timbral

possibilities of combining these instruments.

Muted Trumpet

Chávez muted the trumpet for the entire second movement and for most of the

third.  Muting the trumpet serves the purpose of balancing the three woodwind
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instruments and providing a softer timbre to match the mood of the inner two

movements.  Using different mutes throughout the second and third movement may be

warranted in order to match the changing timbres.

For example, the muted trumpet begins the second movement pianissimo

(example 9).  A metallic straight mute may not be the best choice for this passage as the

strident color does not match the timbral effect of this part of the movement.  A better

choice might be a mute with a softer timbre such as a plastic straight mute.  Measures 96-

113 suggests the color of a metallic straight mute because this section is contrasting to the

beginning of the movement.  For the fourth movement a straight mute that gets a bright,

metallic sound best matches the intended character.  The trumpet player will need to

experiment with different mutes to achieve the most interesting timbral effects.

Summary

Concerning non-repetition, Chávez wrote that “Repetition and variation can be

replaced by the notion of constant rebirth” and that music “evolves in perpetually

renewed forms without ever repeating itself, with unity and cohesion being achieved

through style”.5  Style in Soli is dependent on the performance issues discussed in this

chapter, particularly concerning articulation and dynamics, which Chávez was careful to

indicate precisely.

The impact of Soli relies on the performer’s abilities to accurately perform the

indicated articulation and dynamic markings so that contrast is achieved.  The trumpet

player has the opportunity to vary the timbral effects with regard to the choice of mutes,

                                                  
5 Carlos Chávez.  Musical Thought, 84.
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and should fully explore these possibilities.  Except for the issue concerning the first

movement, tempo is of little concern.  Soli was composed with serious intent and should

be approached accordingly as opposed to Two Little Serious Pieces which have a

different compositional purpose.
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CHAPTER 5

TWO LITTLE SERIOUS PIECES BY SILVESTRE REVUELTAS

 Revueltas composed Two Little Serious Pieces in 1940 during the last year of his

life.  According to one of Revueltas’ biographers, these pieces provide an example of his

abstract style of composition in which he used “smaller instrumentation for his more

experimental and modernist ideas…devoid of Mexican nationalistic elements”.1  These

pieces certainly appear experimental, particularly with regard to the highly unusual

instrumentation of piccolo, oboe, C trumpet (muted throughout), B-flat clarinet and E-flat

baritone saxophone.  Both Revueltas and Chávez frequently experimented with non-

traditional instrumentation in their music for smaller ensembles.

Other significant pieces Revueltas composed in 1940 were the orchestral

symphonic poems Intinerarios (Itineraries), and Paisajes (Landscapes).  Revueltas also

composed the piano score to a ballet La Coronela (The Coronela’s Wife), Parían, a

symphonic poem for chorus, soprano solo and orchestra and Tres Sonetos (Three

Sonnets) for wind ensemble and piano. Many of Revueltas’ pieces, especially his

symphonic works, were given programmatic titles, and there seems to be some

                                                  
1Charmaine Francoise Leclair.  “The Solo and Chamber Music of Silvestre Revueltas”.  (Ph.D. thesis,
University of Oregon, 1995), 29.
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discrepancy as to whether the musical intent matches the title.  In his dissertation,

Mälstrom suggests that Revueltas’ music is indeed programmatic but concedes that there

are no definite programs for his pieces.2  Otto Mayer-Serra, an authority on the life and

music of Revueltas, writes that:

Although the majority of his symphonic works have titles referring
to aspects of Mexican life, it would be incorrect to classify any of them as
“descriptive” music, in the strict sense of the term.  The connection
between the title and the music is generally a very loose one.  In some
cases, the score has no other connection with the title than that of
preserving the memory of a certain landscape or object of popular art that
has offered a happy moment of inspiration to the composer.  In others, the
title merely calls forth certain melodic turns, native to the region referred
to, as for example, Janitzio (An Island Resort, 1936).3

Other pieces that suggest a programmatic title are Cuauhnáhauc (Curernavaca,

1930); Esquinas (Corners, 1930); Ranax (Bullfrogs, 1932); Ventanas (Windows, 1931);

and Colorines (Bright Colors, 1932).  The only works of Revueltas that are specifically

programmatic are his music for films and his unfinished ballet La Coronela.

The titles of the pieces examined in this document are also misleading.  Although

the titles suggest that these pieces are serious, analysis suggests otherwise.  The pieces

are certainly serious in writing, craftsmanship and thoughtfulness, but the mood and

character contradict the titles.

A majority of Revueltas’ music, according to Robert Schwartz, provides great

challenges to formal analysis.  Although Revueltas was fond of a tri-partite form and a

quasi-variation structure, most of his music resists a specific plan.  With regard to

                                                  
2Dan Mälstrom.  "Introduction to Twentieth Century Mexican Music".  (Ph.D. diss.

Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden, 1974), 58.
3 Otto Mayer-Serra.  “Silvestre Revueltas and Musical Nationalism in Mexico”.
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architectural design, Schwartz claims that Revueltas’ music does not generally have a

traditional formal design.  Schwartz writes in his thesis that:

The music of Revueltas does not lend itself to detailed formal
analysis, a fact which could be daunting to the musicologist.  The musical
scholar will find none of the motivic cell structure in Bartók’s music or the
intricate organizational processes in the music of the serialists.  The fact is
that not only does Revueltas’s music not lend itself to formal analysis, it
willfully defies such an attempt.4

Schwartz feels that Revueltas’ “sarcasm on the subject of determining form in his

works springs from a deep distaste and mistrust of intellectuality and academism with

regard to art.  He felt that an intellectual pose often masked a lack of depth or even

masked incompetence”.5  These statements might pertain to Revueltas’ pieces examined

in Schwartz’s thesis, but they do not hold true for Two Little Serious Pieces.

First Little Serious Piece

Upon analysis, First Little Serious Piece exhibits a tri-partite form in the

following structure:

Introduction Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Coda

Each section has many sub-sections and further subdivisions by phrase that usually

gravitate around a specific motivic cell.  Each cell is different in pitch and rhythm from

that which precedes and follows it.  Often times, the sections are demarcated by an

ostinato, generally in the baritone saxophone.

                                                                                                                                                      
The Musical Quarterly 27 no. 2 (April, 1941), 129.
4 Robert Schwartz.  “Revueltas and Revolution”. (DMA thesis, The Manhattan School of Music, 1992),
45-46.
5 Ibid, 46-47, 48.
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Introduction

The first twenty-seven measures (5-31) serve as an introduction and can be

divided into three sub-sections: measures 5- 11, 12-15, and 16-19.6

 The baritone saxophone and clarinet begin the piece with a pedal point that seems

to be in the key of D.  A layering effect is achieved when the piccolo, oboe and trumpet

enter.

Example 33.  First Little Serious Piece.  Meas. 5-9.  Revueltas. 7

                                                  
6 The first measure begins with rehearsal number five.
7 All music examples in this chapter are reprinted by permission. Silvestre Revueltas.  First Little Serious
Piece and Second Little Serious Piece.  Copyright 1957 by Southern Music Publishing.  International
Copyright Secured.  Reprint by Permission.
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In measure seven, the piccolo introduces a three-note chromatic motive used quite

frequently throughout this piece.  The chromatic cell of C, C#, D is used sixteen times.

One could interpret this measure as a four note chromatic cell, but after further

examination of the entire movement, it becomes evident that Revueltas wanted to isolate

the C, C#, D cell in measure seven by use of octave displacement.  He brings attention to

this cell both aurally and visually by placing the C, C# and D in the staff and the E-flat an

octave higher.

Example 34.  First Little Serious Piece.  Meas. 12-19.  Revueltas.
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Measures twelve through fifteen serve as an extension of the first motive

introduced by the piccolo, oboe and trumpet.  Measures sixteen through nineteen act as a

transition to the final sub-section of the introduction.   The quintuplet motive in the

trumpet in measure sixteen is another example of a three note chromatic cell that

permeates this piece.  This particular cell is used fifteen times and is employed as a

stabilizing force in the middle section of the piece.

In measure twenty, the baritone saxophone begins one of its many ostinati that

binds this piece together both in tonality and structure.  In addition, the quintuplet

trumpet motive (also played by the piccolo in measure 26), a plethora of three note

chromatic cells, an ascending diatonic line in the oboe and clarinet parts (meas. 23-24)

and a free contrapuntal style conclude the introduction.

Example 35.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 20-31.  Revueltas.
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example 35, continued

Section One

Section one contains four smaller sub-sections: measures 32-43, 44-50, 51-56 and

57-65.  After what sounds like an unstable tonal area during the introduction, a tonality is

re-established in the first sub-section as the baritone saxophone begins an ostinato pattern

in the key of B-flat that is tonally supported by the oboe and clarinet.  The trumpet enters

in measure 33 with a melody that appears to be in the key of D minor as illustrated in

example 36.

Measures 32-43 offer numerous opportunities for the ensemble to create a variety

of effects if performers closely observe the markings such as sforzando, flutter-tongue,

articulation and dynamics.  A definite contrast must be made between a regular accent

and a sforzando accent, markings that occur twice in the trumpet part during this phrase.

Balance is also critical.  The trumpet is marked forte in measure 33 to indicate that it is

the main melodic idea during this essentially polyphonic phrase.  Revueltas was also

careful to indicate mezzo forte for the trumpet in measures 35 and 39 to balance the

entrances of the piccolo and oboe.
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Example 36.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 32-43.  Revueltas.
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In measures 37-39, rapid scalar figures by the piccolo and flutter tonguing on a

high D sharp by the clarinet create colorful interjections that contrast the melodic line.

Further contrast is achieved in measure 40 when the piccolo and clarinet play unison

rhythmic motives contrary to the expressivo line indicated in the trumpet.  This rhythmic

and melodic activity occurs in different tonal planes above the baritone saxophone part,

which emphasizes the key of B-flat.

Measures 44-50 exhibit a transition to the second main section of this piece.  The

trumpet begins this transition with a pedal D-sharp, while the baritone saxophone plays

an ostinato pattern emphasizing a pedal D natural creating a clashing dissonance of an

augmented prime.  The end of this sub-section is punctuated by a sforzando whole tone

cluster, a device Revueltas used three times to demarcate sections in this work.

Example 37.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 44-50.  Revueltas.

Revueltas also employed a bell-tone effect where entrances are staggered and

layered on top of one other, as shown in example 38, measures 51-53.
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Example 38.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 51-53.  Revueltas.

Measures 54-56 conclude this sub-section with the oboe and clarinet in a homorhythmic

motive in fifths and thirds.  Measure 56 is a prime example of Revueltas’ use of opposing

rhythms.

Example 39.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 54-56.  Revueltas.
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Measures 59-65 bring the first section to a close with yet a different melodic idea

in the trumpet, another ostinato in the baritone saxophone part, rhythmic interjections by

the piccolo and oboe and another sforzando chord.

Example 40.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 59-65.  Revueltas.

Section Two

Section Two is the shortest and consists of two sub-sections.  The first sub-section

is eight measures long and is from measures 66-73.  An ostinato in the baritone

saxophone and clarinet with a dance-like melody in the trumpet outlines the first phrase.

The baritone saxophone then takes over the second phrase in duet with the trumpet.
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Example 41.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 66-73.  Revueltas.

The oboe continues the next sub-section with a two-measure melody that is

answered by the piccolo.  In measure 77, these two instruments join in a unison line in

the upper register of their ranges.  During this, the baritone saxophone and clarinet

provide harmony, first in a minor second, then in perfect fifths.  A three-measure codetta

closes out this section (measures 82-84).

Example 42.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 74-84.  Revueltas.
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example 42, continued

    

Section Three

Section three, the longest, contains five sub-sections, the first of which begins in

measure 85 with a pedal point centered on a first inversion D major chord in the clarinet

and baritone saxophone.  The trumpet part returns to the same pitch set used in the

quintuplet motive introduced at the beginning and maintains this ostinato along with the

pedal point in the clarinet and baritone saxophone. Over this accompaniment pattern, the

oboe has a playful melody outlining the key of B-flat, creating two harmonic planes, a

trademark of Revueltas’ style.

Example 43.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 85-93.  Revueltas.
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The next sub-section, measures 94-103, begins with the clarinet and baritone

saxophone in a pentatonic ostinato pattern in perfect fifths.  Another layering effect

begins in the trumpet part (meas. 94) and adds the oboe and clarinet to the climax of the

piece in one of the more tonal areas of the work.  In measures 100-104, the entire

ensemble moves in a series of parallel chords.  In the score, the first chord in measure

101 does not fit the surrounding progression. The harmony in this chord seems to outline

A minor, but the B in the bass does not fit.  An A minor chord with a B in the bass is

certainly in Revueltas’ harmonic vocabulary, but an A in the bass would better match the

parallel harmonic motion.  In the baritone saxophone part, however, there is a written F

sharp (concert A).  Further examination reveals that the written F sharp in the baritone

saxophone part is the correct note and should be changed in the score.

Example 44.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 94-103.  Revueltas.
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example 44, continued

As shown in example 45, measures 104-115 serve as a transition to the next sub-

section.  Revueltas creates another layered effect by staggering loud, accented entrances

that form a C, B-flat, E-flat chord.  Measures 104-106 serve as an introduction to the

transitional sub-section, while measures 107-114 extend the idea to measure 116, the next

sub-section.

Example 45.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 104-115.  Revueltas.
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example 45. continued

The next three sub-sections each feature a specific instrument.  Measures 114-123

feature the baritone saxophone in a virtuosic section, accompanied by the trumpet and

oboe on after-beats in parallel thirds.  As one examines the baritone saxophone line,

Revueltas’ intervallic vocabulary becomes apparent.  A unique melodic line is created

with a mixture of major and minor seconds, perfect and augmented fourths along with a

few fifths and sixths.  An occasional use of larger intervals provides contrast.
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Example 46.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 114-123.  Revueltas.

The clarinet enters in measure 124, but uses a melodic vocabulary of mostly seconds and

thirds, twice using the three-note chromatic cell mentioned earlier.
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Example 47.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 124-27.  Revueltas.

As the clarinet moves to an ostinato pattern in measure 129, the oboe and trumpet are in

duet for the next four measures.  The oboe, after its initial entrance in measure 128, plays

a four-bar melody constructed of mostly seconds and thirds with a few fourths, and one

interval of a sixth and seventh.  The trumpet’s melody is more diatonic in nature creating

an interesting combination of harmonies with the oboe.

Example 48.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 128-32.  Revueltas.
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Both instruments utilize the rhythmic motive of a dotted eighth and sixteenth note

which the piccolo then uses in its four bar melody in measures 132-136.  A combination

of seconds and fourths pervades the piccolo’s melodic line.  While the piccolo is playing,

the trumpet performs a descending ostinato that uses the three-note chromatic cell D, C#,

C that was introduced in measure three.  To maintain harmonic and timbral interest, the

clarinet moves to yet another ostinato pattern in measure 133.

Example 49.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 132-136.  Revueltas.

Measures 137-142 serve as the final sub-section before the coda.  The baritone

saxophone begins this phrase with a diatonic ostinato coupled with a pedal point C sharp

in the clarinet part while the trumpet plays an expressivo melody.  A hocket effect is

achieved in measures 139-42 when the piccolo finishes the trumpet’s melody in measure

139, the trumpet begins the oboe’s melody in measure 140 and in measure 141, the

trumpet hands off a three-note cell to the oboe, which is finished by the clarinet
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Example 50.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 137-142.  Revueltas.

Coda

The coda begins in measure 143 with an ostinato pattern in the baritone

saxophone and another pedal point in the clarinet.  The clarinet holds a D while the

baritone saxophone plays a quintal rhythmic pattern in perfect fifths.  Perhaps this pattern

was meant to be an inside joke with Revueltas as both the rhythm and the intervals

represent the number five, a pattern the listener might not hear the first time.

The trumpet finishes this piece with a virtuosic melodic line using mostly the

notes of E, D# and C surrounded by an F# on the top and F, A and B on the bottom.  This

melodic vocabulary might suggest a form of the E harmonic minor scale, but the manner

in which Revueltas utilizes this pitch set does not reflect a traditional approach to this

scale.

Considering the amount of harmonic dissonance and secundal clusters Revueltas

uses throughout this piece, one might think that is the way in which he would end.

Despite all the dissonance, however, Revueltas ends with a C major chord, which is quite

suprising considering the amount of harmonic discord that permeates this piece.
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Example 51.  First Little Serious Piece. Meas. 143-end.  Revueltas.
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Melodic/Harmonic Material and Tonality

A large portion of the melodic material in First Little Serious Piece consists of

three-note chromatic cells and ostinato patterns.  Analysis reveals that three-note

chromatic motives appear seventy-seven times and four-note chromatic cells appear

sixteen times.  This vocabulary, linked with the consistent use of diminished and

augmented fourths, fifths and sevenths as melodic intervals, gives this piece a harmonic

vocabulary lacking the definition of any one tonal center. A few sub-sections do appear

to center, at least initially, on a particular tonal center but soon move to other levels.

These sub-sections generally begin with an ostinato, mostly in the clarinet and baritone

saxophone parts, which help to define the form of this piece.  Revueltas used ostinato as a

structural device in a substantial amount of his music.

Revueltas’ cadences are quite abrupt lacking any traditional tonal approach and

creating a lack of smooth transitions.  Usually there are no transitions when one sub-

section ends, and the next section begins abruptly with new material.  Within each sub-

section a common motive is often present, which is used throughout that sub-section.

Revueltas’ melodic vocabulary is highly eclectic and demonstrates his avoidance

of tonal writing.  He frequently uses seconds and fourths with a mixture of fifths,

sevenths and ninths, and he freely mixes major, minor, diminished and augmented

intervals to avoid a tonality.

Texture

The texture in First Little Serious Piece is a mixture of polyphony and

homophony.  A cursory examination might suggest that the entire piece is polyphonic,
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since most of the voices of the ensemble play at the same time.  Closer analysis, however,

reveals that while there is much rhythmic activity in each part, one instrument generally

dominates.  The other parts provide colorful interjections, rapid scale passages and

rhythmic punctuation that support the principal melodic line.

An example of this is found during the introduction in 12-31 (refer to examples 2

and 3).  Measures 12-15 consist of staggered entrances that create a polyphonic texture.

The texture clears in measures 16-19 leaving an oboe solo with only trumpet

accompaniment, producing a homophonic texture.

In measure 20, an ostinato pattern begins with the baritone saxophone while the

oboe carries the melody.  Interjections by the trumpet and piccolo produce an exciting

effect but can hardly be labeled as independent melodies.  In measure 23 the oboe and

clarinet join in a unison line that lasts until measure 25.  Attention is still drawn to the

oboe solo at measure 25 until the clarinet and trumpet enter in a layered effect.  The

piccolo has a single note at the end of measure 28 that finishes the trumpet and oboe

melody.  Measures 29-31 end the introduction with independent lines in the oboe and

trumpet, creating a brief polyphonic texture.

When each section and sub-section are examined closely, it becomes apparent that

a combination of polyphony and homophony is used.  Occasionally the same texture is

used throughout an area but generally, there is a mixture of textures.

One of the most interesting sections is from measures 94-123, which is found in

examples 12-14 earlier in this chapter.  Example 12 (measures 94-103) reflects the device

Revueltas used to layer entrances  in a homorhythmic style.  Measures 104-114 (example
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13) also layer entrances, but this time in a polyphonic style, creating much excitement

and tension.  Revueltas releases this tension in measures 115-123 (example 14) by using

one melodic line in the baritone saxophone.  The next section, measures 124-132, uses a

true polyphonic texture with two independent melodies played at the same time.

Performance Issues

Dynamics and Balance

To perform First Little Serious Piece well, the entire ensemble must understand

the textural analysis of this piece.  Generally, the ensemble should follow the printed

dynamics but they should also have the insight to modify them in order to balance the

melodic line.  During initial rehearsals members of the ensemble might read from the

transposed score to aid in learning the relationships among parts.

Since the instruments of the ensemble rarely play at the same time and a , non-

tertian style of composition is employed,  a traditional approach to balance based on

tertian harmony is of little concern.  There are a few instances, however, when

instruments are in unison or harmony.  Knowledge of these areas is important to achieve

equality of all parts.  Special attention to balance is needed when entrances are layered,

and occasionally when all instruments play simultaneously, especially in their extreme

ranges.  For instance, in example 3, measures 22-24, the man melodic idea is the clarinet

and oboe who ascend in parallel major thirds.  Attention should be focused on these two

instruments to achieve the proper effect.  Another example occurs in measures 94 through

99. (Example 12) The baritone saxophone and clarinet have a pentatonic scale in parallel

fifths.  The baritone saxophone player may need to lower the indicated dynamic marking
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in order to not over balance the clarinet. In measures 94-97, the crescendo in the trumpet

should not happen too soon so the entrance of the oboe and piccolo are heard.

Furthermore, the fortissimo marking in the trumpet part at measure 99 may need to be

adjusted to not over balance the rest of the ensemble.

In measures 94-99, the baritone saxophone and clarinet are marked piano with no

crescendo, while the trumpet, oboe and piccolo crescendo to a fortissimo.  If the

ensemble follows these dynamic markings, measures 100-103, which are potentially the

highpoint of the piece, are overbalanced and anti-climatic.  Musically, this does not make

sense.  To correct this, a crescendo in the baritone saxophone and clarinet parts in

measures 94-99 and a fortissimo marking at measure 100 should be added.

Articulation

Just as Chavez did with Soli, Revueltas indicates some type of articulation

marking for nearly every note in First Little Serious Piece.  The majority of the markings

indicate that a staccato articulation should be employed.  Performers must be sure to

execute the staccato markings with a light articulation so that a strong sense of time is

achieved and that Revueltas’ desired timbral effects are not obscured by heavy,

inaccurate articulations.  Furthermore, clean, crisp articulations are necessary to bring out

the cross-rhythms and melodic lines that either elide or are shared between two

instruments.  Furthermore, if light staccato markings are not employed, it will be difficult

to contrast this with the other types of articulation markings that are indicated such as

marcato, sforzando and accents.
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For example, in measure 32 (example 36) the baritone saxophonist needs to make

sure the articulation is performed with a light staccato so that a contrast is achieved with

the clarinet and oboe which have marcato accents indicated.  The trumpet enters in

measure 33 and has a mixture of markings that indicate staccato, sforzando as well as

accents.  Careful attention must be given to each indicated articulation marking so that a

contrast is achieved.

A question arises as to how much articulation is needed on notes that are marked

with an accent and combined with some other type of articulation such as sforzando or

marcato.  For example, in measure 32-33 the oboe and clarinet are marked marcato and

also have accents indicated.

This writer suggests that the performers interpret the staccato and marcato

markings as a pointed articulation at the beginning of the note.  The marcato marking

should be more pointed than the staccato marking.  When a note is indicated with

marcato or staccato and is combined with an accent, the accent should be interpreted as a

slight decay to the sound.  This combination of articulation markings pertains to the

clarinet and oboe in measures 32 and 33 as illustrated in example 36.  The marcato

articulation creates a crisp beginning to the note and the accent, with a slight decay of

sound, produces a melodic line that is vibrant and rhythmic.  If a slight decay of sound is

not used for each accent, then each subsequent accent will need to be played louder to

achieve the desired effect, resulting in heavy and pedantic style.

When an accent is combined with a sforzando marking, such as in the trumpet

part in measures 36 and 38, a different approach is necessary.  To contrast the consistent
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use of staccato used throughout this piece, the combination of an accent and sforzando

should be interpreted as more of a breath accent than an emphasis created with a pointed

articulation.  Furthermore, when a note is marked with only an accent, the emphasis

should also come from a breath attack and combined with a slight decay of sound.  The

emphasis on an accented note should be less than an accented note combined with a

sforzando.

For example, in measure 115, (example 46) the clarinet is marked sforzando with

an accent while the trumpet is only marked sforzando.  In order to create the desired

layering effect in this passage and perform a crescendo, a more pointed attack might suit

this excerpt in order to achieve the desired effect.  When preparing this work for

performance, ensemble members will need to agree upon the aforementioned suggestions

in order to give the performance a unified and cohesive style.

Tempo, Rhythm and Meter

Except for the introductory section, the meter stays in 2/4 throughout this piece.

Tempo is not an issue as it is in Soli by Carlos Chávez.  Performers must be careful,

however, not to perform First Little Serious Piece so fast as to obscure the subtle nuances

of articulation and create numerous ensemble problems.  Moreover, a slightly slower

tempo than the one indicated might be warranted if performers feel that a slower tempo

will better serve this piece.

The challenge of First Little Serious Piece is the cross-rhythms that permeate

Revueltas’ rhythmic vocabulary.  For example, in measures 20-31 illustrated in example

35, numerous cross-rhythms such as two against three, two against five, three against five
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and four against five are employed.  Performers must perform these rhythms correctly if

an accurate effect is to be achieved.

Timbral Effects

Revueltas uses the entire practical range of each instrument and is not particulaly

unusual or innovative for the time period.  What makes this piece interesting and

provides a challenge for the ensemble members is his compositional style.  Awkward

atonal intervals, quick register changes, delicate playing in extreme ranges and controlled

dynamics while executing the melodic lines make this piece a challenge for even

seasoned performers.

The range of the clarinet and baritone saxophone are exploited most fully.  It is

interesting to note that he scores the clarinet below the trumpet, a departure from

customary score order.  Perhaps this is because the clarinet serves as both a baritone/tenor

voice with the baritone saxophone and as a soprano voice with the other four instruments.

Many times throughout this piece, the clarinet plays an ostinato or accompanying line in

its low register with the baritone saxophone, followed by a solo line in the high register,

as illustrated in example 38.

The baritone saxophone serves as both a bass line and solo instrument and the

tessitura is mainly in its written range of C below the staff to a C in the staff.  However,

the performer is required to adroitly cover the entire range of the instrument in the last

section of the piece.

Revueltas uses extreme ranges to produce many interesting timbres from the

ensemble.  For example, in measure 80, the piccolo and oboe are on unison high D’s, the
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clarinet is at the lowest part of its range and the trumpet and baritone saxophone are in

the middle of their ranges.  This voicing creates a unique and interesting color.  (Refer to

example 10)

Another example (examples 15 and 16) is found beginning in measure 124.  The

clarinet is playing at the upper end of its range.  The baritone saxophone ascends towards

the upper register while the trumpet holds a G, a note that is in the middle of its upper

register.  The oboe enters in measure 128 in the upper register of the instrument and

remains there for four measures.  The muted trumpet plays a duet with the oboe, creating

a high, strident effect, perhaps as a result of hearing many unpolished tone qualities in the

streets of Mexico City in the music of traditional fiestas.

Revueltas indicates that the trumpet is muted throughout the entire piece.  A

straight mute is generally employed when con sord. is indicated and is the best choice for

this piece, but the trumpet player may wish to experiment with various models to achieve

the best color.

Second Little Serious Piece

Second Little Serious Piece is in complete contrast to First Little Serious Piece.  It

is significantly shorter, more lyrical and has a more traditional tonal approach.  Second

Little Serious Piece is in a binary form with each section containing a double period.

The oboe begins the first phrase of the A section with a two bar motive that starts

on a top space E-flat and descends chromatically to C using a four-note chromatic

motive, which continues down a major sixth to E flat.  First Little Serious Piece also
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begins with a four note chromatic motive, using almost identical pitches.  The three

pitches that are the same are C# (Db), D and Eb.

The oboe has the melody for the first four bars, while the rest of the ensemble has

a standard tempo di valse accompaniment with the baritone saxophone on the downbeat

and the clarinet and trumpet on beats two and three, as illustrated in example 52.

Example 52.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 1-6.  Revueltas.

The harmonic succession in this piece is clearer than First Little Serious Piece,

although a traditional approach to the resolution of dominant chords is avoided.

Measures 3 and 4 contain an F dominant seventh chord that resolves to an A dominant

seventh chord rather than a B-flat chord.  The A dominant chord in measure 5 does

resolve to a D chord in measure 6 but with the third missing.

In the second phrase beginning in measure 7, the piccolo joins the oboe in a

melody that moves in parallel thirds, showing the influence of the corrido melody, and
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the harmony clearly outlines a tonality in D major.  In measures 8 and 9 as shown in

example 51, the oboe plays the ninth of the chord in the melody adding a slight

dissonance to the harmony.

Example 53.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 7-10.  Revueltas.

The oboe begins the third phrase alone in measure 11, but passes it to the piccolo

in measure 14 to finish the phrase.  In measure 12, the harmony begins with a second

inversion A dominant seventh chord.  In the next measure, the upper three voices remain

on the same pitch while the bass line moves to a B, producing a dominant ninth chord in

fourth inversion, minus the fifth of the chord.
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Example 54.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 11-15.  Revueltas.

The harmony in measures 11-20 becomes more dissonant than the initial ten

measures.  Measure 14 demonstrates an extended F minor tonality without the seventh

but with an added ninth and raised eleventh.  Measure 15 contains an F minor ninth chord

that moves to an augmented chord in measure 16.

The first section ends with the melody in the oboe using intervals of augmented

and perfect fourths and the harmony in a diminished fifth, or its inversion, an augmented

fourth.

The B section begins in measure 19 with the same phrase as the beginning of the

piece, but raised a minor second.
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Example 55.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 16-20.  Revueltas.

     

Example 56.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 19-23.  Revueltas.
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The melody in the second phrase, measures 24-27,  serves as a pedal point while

the harmony moves between an E minor and A dominant tonality.

Example 57.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 24-27.  Revueltas.

The third and fourth phrases, from measures 28-37, reflect the corrido style

melody with the oboe and piccolo moving in parallel thirds.  The harmony begins to

settle into a more consonant succession of dominant chords beginning on an A tonality in

measure 28, moving to F# in measure 31, through C in measure 32, and ending this two

phrase period in measures 36 and 37 on a B dominant chord.
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Example 58.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 28-37.  Revueltas.

Although the harmonic progression does not conform to rules of the common

practice period, the succession of chords in the B section is more consonant than the final

phrase of the A section.  A macro harmonic analysis reveals that Revueltas uses mostly a

third relationship in harmonic succession from one phrase to the next:

Measures 1-10 Measures 11-19 Measures 20-27 Measures 28-end

D A, f, C, Bb F#, C#, A A, F#  (C, B, Bb)

It is interesting to note that the succession of chords at the end of this piece,

measures 38-end, example 59, outlines a three note chromatic descent.

Example 59.  Second Little Serious Piece. Meas. 38-end.  Revueltas.
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The opening motive of both sections outlines a three-note chromatic descent,

there is melodic material in this piece that uses a three-note chromatic cell, and a three-

note chromatic cell dominates the motivic material found in First Little Serious Piece.

For these two pieces, Revueltas was fond of motivic material based on short, chromatic

motives.

Melodic and Harmonic Material

Harmonic material was addressed during the previous examination of the formal

structure of Second Little Serious Piece.  The melodic material shows the influence of the

corrido style of melody so prominent in Revueltas’ music.  This style dominates the B

section and one phrase of the A section.  Melodic material other than that influenced by

the corrido is played by the oboe and uses a mixture of intervals in seconds and fourths.

Texture

The texture of Second Little Serious Piece is homophonic throughout.  The

baritone saxophone, clarinet and trumpet provide a tempo di valse accompaniment while

the upper two voices carry the melody.  When played together ,Second Little Serious

Piece provides a sharp contrast to First Little Serious Piece.

Performance Issues

Dynamics, Balance and Tempo

The dynamic markings for the baritone saxophone are noteworthy.  The bass line,

except for the beginning, has the same dynamic marking as the melodic line (mezzo forte)

with a decrescendo indicated on each note.  Revueltas clearly wants a strong downbeat
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and a de-emphasis on beats two and three.  Perhaps this is his sense of humor coming into

play by over emphasizing the downbeat and making the bass line louder than the melody,

thereby distorting a traditional sense of balance.  What reults then, is a caricature of a

waltz.

The tempo indicated is lento,  generally not the tempo for a traditional waltz.

Perhaps Revueltas was poking fun at his own culture, suggesting to us what a waltz might

sound like during siesta time.  The tempo then, should not be taken too fast as it would

hinder Revueltas’ desired effect.

Second Little Serious Piece is orchestrated in such a way that balance problems

should not occur if each player observes the dynamic markings.  Careful attention to

accent marks in both the bass line and melody will help bring out nuances that might

otherwise be missed.

Articulation

There are no significant articulation concerns in Second Little Serious Piece as

there are in First Little Serious Piece and Soli by Carlos Chávez.  The baritone saxophone

part holds the most challenge in achieving a contrast between accented notes and non-

accented notes.  For example, as mentioned earlier, the baritone saxophone has accents

indicated in measures 3-8.  In the next phrase, however, the notes are not accented but a

decrescendo on each note remains.  Clearly, Revueltas wanted the accompaniment of the

second phrase to contrast the first producing a smoother quality from non-melodic

instruments.  This does not hold true for the phrases in the B section as the baritone

saxophone is requested to always (sempre) accent each note beginning in measure 24.
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Although there are no expression markings in the trumpet and clarinet parts, a stronger

emphasis on beat two than beat three seems appropriate when playing with the baritone

saxophone part to help provide the desired effect.

Timbral Effects

All instruments of the ensemble are within a reasonable range.  The only

instrument with a tessitura above the staff is the oboe, and that is in duet with the piccolo.

Placing the oboe above the staff and the piccolo in the staff gives a unique timbre when

compared to the rest of the ensemble.  The trumpet and clarinet are below the staff for the

entire piece, and when played in concert with the baritone saxophone, provide a dark and

somber color.  This orchestration clearly sets apart the upper two voices.

In summary, the performers should not take the title of these two pieces literally.

Two Little Serious Pieces are serious in their virtuosic writing and craftsmanship, but the

mood and character are humorous.  A Classical or Romantic approach to melody,

phrasing, articulation and subtle nuance does not lend itself to this style.  A definite

contrast must be made between the various articulations indicated in First Little Serious

Piece and attention to dynamics is crucial in achieving the proper balance of the principal

melodic line.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOLI AND TWO LITTLE SERIOUS PIECES

Soli and Two Little Serious Pieces have numerous musical elements in common.

Rhythm, texture, harmony and color are all used in a similar style.  Moreover, with these

pieces, both composers experimented with unusual combinations of instruments, but the

compositional intent of each piece is distinct.

Soli was Chávez’s first attempt to employ the idea of non-repetition as a

compositional and structural device.  His intent was to compose a work of serious artistic

merit, while Revueltas composed Two Little Serious Pieces to be an expression of his

sense of humor, although the titles suggest otherwise.  Chávez’s learned approach in Soli

is clearly contrasted with the spontaneous and whimsical style of Two Little Serious

Pieces.

Chávez and Revueltas generally avoided nationalistic tendencies while

experimenting with absolute and abstract music.  Soli and Two Little Serious Pieces,

while not overtly nationalistic pieces, do show an influence of nationalism.  For example,

the last movement of Soli exhibits the rhythmical influence of dance rhythms, while

Second Little Serious Piece illustrates the influence of the corrido.  These examples

provide evidence that dance rhythms and corrido melodies were a well-established

component of Chávez’s and Revueltas’ rhythmic and melodic vocabulary, regardless of

the intent of the composition.
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Analysis reveals that Revueltas used ostinato as a structural device and Chávez

generally did not.  However, one must keep in mind that Chávez employed the idea of

non-repetition in Soli which negates the opportunity to employ ostinato patterns.

Although Chávez attempted not to repeat material, he did use a brief ostinato pattern in

Soli as a transition in measures 209-213 as illustrated in example 59.

Example 60.  Soli.  Meas. 209-213.  Chávez.1

The comparison of Soli and Two Little Serious Pieces provides evidence that

rhythm and texture are used in a similar style and that both pieces are polyphonic in

nature.  Linear composition combined with rhythmic vitality dominates Soli and First

Little Serious Piece.  Although the overall effect of both pieces is polyphonic, a

combination of textures permeates these compositions.  Soli uses monophonic,

homophonic and polyphonic textures while Two Little Serious Pieces use only

homophony and polyphony.  With regard to melodic textures in these two pieces,

Revueltas always wrote accompanied melodies, while Chávez composed many

unaccompanied melodic lines.

                                                  
1 Carlos Chávez.  Soli.  (London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1959).
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Chávez and Revueltas both utilized rhythm in an intricate and exciting manner

evidenced by abundant cross-rhythms, syncopations and polyrhythmic textures in Soli

and First Little Serious Piece.  For example, Chávez used hemiola extensively in the

fourth movement of Soli.  In contrast, Revueltas did not use hemiola in Two Little Serious

Pieces, although hemiola is part of his rhythmic vocabulary.  Rather, he relied on cross-

rhythms and syncopations to create rhythmic interest.

Chávez used simple rhythms compared to those of Revueltas.  Chávez’s rhythmic

spirit is accomplished through the use of ties, syncopations and dance-like rhythms.

Although Revueltas used these devices as well, he also employed groupings of five,

seven and ten sixteenth-notes per beat.  Revueltas used a sextuplet pattern sparingly,

while Chávez used it as an organizing force in the second movement of Soli.  Chávez

used rhythmic motives and motivic manipulation to organize Soli, whereas Revueltas

relied heavily on the use of ostinato to build a formal structure.

Chávez and Revueltas both had a predilection towards a linear approach to

composition.  Emphasis on horizontal writing as opposed to vertical sonorities resulted in

clashing dissonances in both composers’ music.  Although Chávez indicates a key

signature in Soli, the harmonies and melodies are mostly in seconds, tri-tones and

sevenths, belying a specific tonal center.  Revueltas prefers diminished and augmented

fourths, fifths and sevenths in First Little Serious Piece, giving it a harmonic vocabulary

also devoid of a specific tonal center.

Both composers use tertian harmony sparingly, employing it primarily for

contrast.  Chávez tended to use tertian harmony at the end of major sections of Soli,
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creating smooth transitions and cadences.  Revueltas, on the other hand, used tertian

harmony simply as a stark contrast to non-tertian harmony.  His cadences are generally

abrupt and transitions are absent.  In First Little Serious Piece, one section tends to end

harshly and a new section begins immediately with new material.  It is interesting to note

that both First Little Serious Piece and Second Little Serious Piece end on consonant

major chords, while Soli ends on a dissonance.

When comparing the melodic vocabulary in these pieces, it becomes apparent that

Chávez favored a more diatonic approach than Revueltas, resulting in more step-wise

melodies.  In First Little Serious Piece, melodies tend to be disjunct and contain a

mixture of major, minor, diminished and augmented intervals.

The slow, lyrical melodies of Second Little Serious Piece are more tuneful than

those found in Soli.  Half of the melodies in Second Little Serious Piece are based on the

corrido, giving them folk-like appeal.  These melodies tend to be more enticing because

of their popular nature making it difficult to attempt to compare them to the melodies of a

more erudite composition such as Soli.

When comparing the concept of motivic manipulation in Soli and First Little

Serious Piece, it is evident that Chávez used this technique more than Revueltas.  Chávez

generally kept the same rhythmic idea throughout each section of Soli but with many

permutations.  Chávez used this device to achieve structural organization through a

consistent style.  Revueltas’ motives, on the other hand, demonstrate an eclectic approach

that creates a spontaneous mood.  Form is achieved through abrupt changes of material

composed over new ostinato patterns.
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Revueltas and Chávez are both recognized as skilled orchestrators, which

demonstrates their regard to timbre and color.  The instrumentation of Soli and Two Little

Serious Pieces would suggest that they were interested in achieving unique timbres

through unusual combinations of instruments.  Chávez began this idea by introducing the

trumpet into the woodwind ensemble.  The combination of oboe, bassoon and clarinet is a

natural grouping, but the added tone color of the trumpet creates a unique timbre.

Revueltas’ use of this concept was even more dramatic when he combined a trumpet with

piccolo, oboe, clarinet and baritone saxophone.

These two composers achieved an even wider spectrum of timbres from the

trumpet by the use of mutes.  The trumpet is muted throughout First Little Serious Piece

and during the second and third movements of Soli.  Perhaps Revueltas and Chávez used

the mute as a means to achieving better balance between the trumpet and woodwinds.

This seems to be the case in Soli during the second and third movements when the

bassoon and oboe are the featured instruments.  In the fourth movement, however,

Chávez used the mute for a coloristic effect.  There are numerous mute changes, and the

trumpet player is even required to remove the mute while playing, creating a drastic

timbral change.  These quick mute changes present a challenge to the trumpet player.

In First Little Serious Piece, the trumpet is muted throughout.  One could argue

that Revueltas muted the trumpet to achieve a better balance.  After examining the piece,

however, it seems that Revueltas muted the trumpet to match the sharp articulations,

clashing dissonances and humorous purpose of the piece because of timbral

considerations.
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Soli was written for B-flat trumpet and Two Little Serious Pieces for C trumpet.

One may chose to use the same key of trumpet for both pieces, depending on the

preference of the performer.  This writer recommends using the trumpet in the key

specified for each piece when performing them on the same program.  Using a B-flat

trumpet with its mellower tone for Two Little Serious Pieces would change the timbre

Revueltas envisioned.  In addition, the instrumentation of Two Little Serious Pieces

suggests that balance is of little concern.  A bright array of color seems to be the intent

and the tone of the C trumpet helps to achieve that brightness.

To contrast the bright timbre of Two Little Serious Pieces, the B-flat trumpet

might be the better choice for Soli.  As a skilled orchestrator, Chávez was aware of the

difference between the timbres of a B-flat trumpet and C trumpet.  Chávez indicated a B-

flat trumpet knowing that the timbre of the B-flat trumpet might better match the darker

timbres of the other instruments.

When performing these pieces on the same program, care must be taken to

achieve the contrasting musical characteristics.  Soli is a serious piece of chamber music

and should be performed with this in mind giving primary attention to balance, phrasing

and the serious intent of this piece.

Two Little Serious Pieces, on the other hand, should present a light-hearted

feeling in the performance.  This is not to state that attention to detail regarding ensemble

should be ignored.  On the contrary, the success of portraying the humorous intent of Two

Little Serious Pieces relies on the performers’ abilities to execute their parts with

precision and virtuosity.
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In conclusion, these two chamber works for varied instrumentation represent the

high standard of composition attained by these important twentieth-century Mexican

composers.  Moreover, the technical and musical demands found in Soli and Two Little

Serious Pieces offer wind players challenging and rewarding chamber music repertoire.
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